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ABSTRACT .

This

thesis

Introduces

a concptual

multi-layered

reference

with

model to deal representing information In a visual scene and to
relate this data to similar data structures used within manufacturing processes. In this model, information Is processed by
set

of algorithms

organised

within layers

of hierarchy. The

bottom layer deals directly with data collected
and

the top-most layer offers

an interface

related manufacturing processes.
model

and the functionality

by the sensors

to

of the

are examined

respect to different potential Implementation.
of typical vision

the different

The building elements

of each layer

a

problems, the thesis shows

with

Through a study
how conventional

Image processing solution can be re-Implemented in a compatible
way with the reference model
of standard algorithms
examines the Impact
model

with

with the advantage

and development tools.

of using machine vision,

other manufacturing

entities,

of making use
The thesis also

based on layered
and

the resulting

consequences on computer Integrated manufacturing strategy.
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C H APT E R

I

I N T ROD U C T ION

This thesis

is concerned

with

integrating

the activities

evolving

generic

methods

of

those

of

of vision machines with

other product realizing functions. The approach adopted in this
study has been to define a conceptual reference model of machine
vision

to facilitate configuration.

off-line

programming and

data exchange with other manufacturing entities.
of this model
vision

has been realized

workstation

and

studying

The evolution

through building
its

required

a prototype
features

in

different application scenarios.
Study of integration

methods requires an understanding

of all manufacturing processes which potentially

can

interact

with machine vision. Hence. Chapter 2 presents a review

of the

literature in automated manufacturing with particular reference
to integration

methods

which can

enable increased

levels of functionality and company strategic

objectives to be

achieved. Literature on
sensory

data

is also

and tools

methods

of processing

reviewed. Here.

and

utilizing

particular emphasis is

placed on the study of modern techniques for processing information in visual (or similar) scenes. Furthermore. the use of the
information

contained in a visual scene. is

examined

through

1
-.-.

reviewing relevant industrial

.

,I'

application

areas.

Chapter 3 identifies certain weaknesses of current image

processing and understanding techniques which leads to inflexibility and lack of formal methods for

commisioning

new vision

applications. The 'implication of such weaknesses on the evolution
of vision standards,in the context of manufacturing integration,
has been

examined. The internal structure and functionality of

vision machines are explored

through considering

some earlier

attempts to model machine vision processes.
The, main concepts lovolved in building the reference model
are presented in Chapter 4. Such

concepts include those of the

logical sensor, the hierarchy of processing layers,the internal
and the world views and the vision kernel.This chapter analyses
various

logical

sensor types

and methods of building complex

sensors from more elementary ones. The concept of restructuring
the processing techniques in hierarchical manner and the methods
of building equivalent representations of the
elucidated .The function of the vision

visual image are

kernel is presented and

its role as an interface between a context-free world model and
internal implementation structure is discussed.
Chapter 5 examines methodologies in building
sub-systems

individual

of a prototype vision workstation which can enable

integration of the various sub-systems in a flexible way and an
exploration

of

the features

particular, it identifies

of a vision

reference model. In

four separate stages

in the process

of building a reference model for vision.' A description

of the

2

hardware used snd of the functions
is also presented

in this

embodied in each sub-system

chapter.

The implication of enabling consistent interaction
other ClM elements

has

also

been considered with

with

particular

emphasis on conceiving soft or flexible methods for integrating
various

components

requierements

of

chapter 6 where

of the

manufacturing

flexible

integration

features

process.The implied
are

highlighted

in

of certain elements of the prototype

workstation sre described in greater detail. Here, a comparison
between direct

and

hierarchical

presented along with

scene

analysis

methods

is

a description of a six layer hierarchical

processing model. The model layers being the raw data 1ayer,the
transition layer, the
global layer and

outline layer, the syntactic

the application layer.

Chapter 7

outlines the component elements of a proposed

world reference model for vision
of a neutral code

capable

which includes the definition

of mapping

mentations of the hierarchical model.
common set of data and
configuration,
~inally,

various potentia1imp1e
The approach

command structures

programmin~

and communication.

Chapter 8 illustrates the use of

the reference

and

related

entities. The

interaction

embodies a

which enable system

model by considering the configuration
to

layer, the

with

remote

presented here have been examined through
problems encountered in product realization

programming issues

considering

concepts
typical

snd systems integ-

ration.
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11

. M A CHI N E

V I S ION

AUT 0 M A T ION

INTRODUCTION

Visual information is a dominant source
As early as 1949 scientists conducted
standing

the

mechanisms by

of knowledge

for man.

research aimed at under-

which the

human brain

processes

visual information [McCULLOCH 43,GIBSON 49,ROSENBLATT 59],their
work has led to the evolution of many branches of
engineering. Computer

based

vision

progress to be made in realizing

has

science

enabled

the ideas

and

significant

of early

[ROSENBLATT 59,ROSENFELD 69]. As for many unorthodox

pioneers
concepts,

indust:y met computer vision with reservation and scruple, some
cast doubt about its performance [PRICE 85],others worried more
about
complex

the

economical

sensing

benifits and

methods

to

replace

the

payback

when

using

conventional dedicated

tooling(such ss jigs,fixtures and feeding mechanisms)and manual
inspection

procedures. Although

computer

vision is

far from

4

being an established technology, the number of vision machines*
used in industry

is increasing

rapidly

and was

expected

to

','

i~creaseby one hundred fold in the decade 1982-1992

[TechTran

83]. With advances in enabling electronic technologies,

vision

machines

of the

will offer

great

potential

to

the factory

future and will become a commonplace production tool.
This thesis is concerned

with

methods

of

integrating

computer vision within factory environments. Hence, a review of
the

literature

in automated

manufacturing will be presented,

with particular reference

to tools and methods

computer

to achieve increased levels of func-

based

tionality
methods

and

entities

integration. Subsequently

of processing

reviewed. In this

and

review

utilizing

the

of integrating

literature

sensory

data

on

will

be

particular emphasis will be given to

the analysis of modern techniques for processing information in
a visual scene** and in general, in any two dimensional

set of

data used within manufacturing (hereafter, will be referred to,
simply as visual scene). The type

of information

a visual scene

through

industrial

will be

application

examined

reviewing

areas. Finally, current

integrating vision machines

within

contained in
relevant

methods

production processes

of
will

be considered.
*

The terms vision machine and vision system will be used
interchangeably to describe the sensor and its associated
computer and closely linked devices. Such machines are
considered to be an integral part of a manufacturing system.

**

Visual scene denotes an array, or a set of arrays, of data
representing a two dimensional structure. This should not
be confused with typical images visualised by the human eye.

5

2.2

METHODS

Qt

ACHIEVING INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING

Computers have introduced significant

changes in manufacturing

industries [HARRINGTON 73, POTTS 86], and
become one of

the

basic and ubiquitous tools of manufacturing

[ASHBURN 83 ]. The computer
been motivated

in a short time have

revolution

in

manufacturing

has

in part by the general success of this powerful

tool [PARNABY 86, POTTS 86] and

also

in the nature

methods, from

of manufacturing

because

of

the changes

mass-production

towards small-batch product realization methods that can respond
quickly

and efficiently to a volatile marketplace [ASHBURN 83,

RILEY 83,LEONARD 88].
Many companies
introduction

face

major problems with respect to the

of advanced technology [CRAMPTON 83,.ELORANTA 83,

CRANE 83]. Different generations and makes of machines

have to

co-exist and co-operate, and the introduction of new technology
has introduced changes in the process itself [TURNER 86].Therefore, a clear
competitive

long-term

strategy must be devised to ensure

a

position and adequate growth through wisely inves-

ting in new technology

[LEHRHEUER 87].

The need

to

maximize

profit from the use of advanced tooling and complex programmable
production units has led many companies to devise new

methodo-

logies and to structure their factories within highly automated
and. easily

manageable

flexible

• recently, to structure the whole

cells [ RANKY 83], and

more

factory's activities within a

number of hierarchical levels[PARNABY 86,RANKY 86,LEHRHEUER 87].

6

Research in this area has led

to a number of conceptual

'multi-layered models representing manufacturing
their
the

activities and

inter-relationships [LIU 86, PARUNAK 86 ]. However,

for

various proposed models, neither the functionality of each

layer nor even the number of the layers are unanimously accepted.
Most of these researches consider

all

manufacturing processes

involved within a factory to form part of a single activity and
devise a model explaining their inter-dependancy from a certain
view-point. For example, a four
computer

control

is devised

layer
by

hierarchical model

Kelly et

for

al [KELLY 86] with

supervisory computers at the top level and the machine controllers at the

bottom level: Ranky presented another four layered

model for data flow

in factories [RANKY 83]:

model, repesenting the communication activity

a seven layered
between computer

based machines is presented by Zimmermann [ZIMMERMANN 80]:Corke
discussed

various

including materials

models for production control
management, shop

organisation [ CORKE 87]. Figure

2.1

organisation

supervision and
illustrates

a sales

graphically

various hierarchical levels of the these models.

A hierarchical model comprising multiple layers, provides
a common structure

for many of these different views of

manu-

facturing as they all embody a sequential concept,a distributed
structure and facilities for feed-back control. However, a high
level of abstraction is necessary to devise a general reference
model capable of embodying all possible contexts
ring systems and their relationships, whereas
are required when certain aspects

of manufactu-

explicit

models

need to be emphasised within

7
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Figure 2.1 :Some examples of hierarchical reference models used in manufacturing areas

a specific implementation. The existence
relies on the fact that

of a

reference model

generic requirements are common to all

manufacturing areas and that generic solutions can be identified
through classification and analysis

of

typical cases [PARUNAK

87,EDWARDS 87].
Many of the ideas and concepts developed through several
research

initiatives

international

worldwide, are

standards

which

by

the

has gained a measure

acceptance [ISO 86, PLAIC 86]. Figure 2.2 il-

lustrates the hierarchical levels of
model. Certain

examined

organisition ( ISO ) who are evolving

reference models for manufacturing
of international

being

of

these

devising an "Open"

model

research
that

one proposal

for an

initiatives are

identifies

aiming at

generic functions

thr~ugh

which are common to all (or most) levels

ISO

creating

an

implicit view of the factory. Thus, particular instances of the
resulting model can be implemented according to a certain viewpoint [PARUNAK 87,CIMOSA 88].
Computer Integrated

Manufacturing (CIM)

has

become a

requirement of modern practice in many manufacturing industries.
By arranging
decision

for

the

accurate and

timely

arrival,

at

any

making point, of all the necessary information in the

correct format, the

efficiency

and responsiveness

of product

realization can be improved [CRAMPTON 83,SUMPTER 87].
CIM implies a complete integration

of design, planning,

production and resources management activities in an enterprise
or factory by making

use

of advanced

technology [PARNABY 86,

9
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Figure 2.2: The six levels of a production operation [STUCKEY 88].
(this corresponds closely to the evolving ISO Enterprise model)

RANKY 86]. Through integrated management,at all factory levels,
timely decision making can

be facilitated [ASHBURN 83, LEONARD

.88] so that the mutual effect
and process changes

of design, organisation, product

on the total system can be considered. The

creation of tools such as CAD [BARR 85], CAM [REMBOLD 86], CAPP
[ROLSTADAS 87],MRP [WHITE 78],CNC [PUSZLAl 83], Robotics [CRAlG
86],automated transportation systems[MULLER 81] offers building
elements for ClM [ASHBURN 83, RANKY 86]. Generally, such

tools

have been designed as stand-alone system elements [LEONARD 88],
incorporating

many forms of machine interface via which infor-

mat ion is created, transformed, transmitted and stored
recognising

the

need

for treating

without

this knowledge base

factory resource, just like other resources such as

as a

materials,

tools, personnel,etc.

When integrating
systems, the
a standard

system

different

builder

is

elements
faced

communication facilities

genous classes of computer

based

with

between

of

manufacturing
an

absence

of

different hetro-

manufacturing entities*, and

often is left with the

choice of

developing

software and interface elements at very

high cost

customized

one

supplier, or

[CRANE 83,MERRY 84,PARRlSH 87].

The availability of suitable
for use

utilising

in manufacturing

Local Area Networks (LANs)

environments, which

were

origina1y

* Entity is used to denote "whatever is required to perform a
task" , be it an operater, machine, computer hardware or/and
computer software. This definition has been widely used
[WESTON 88b].

11

developed for the engineering and
81, MAINE 82], has

only

partially

problem [WESTON 86]. This fact

systems

led

to

the

solved

on

implementation
LAN

only the "connection mechanism" for

in

manufacturing

of bespoke
technology

integrated
has offered

the unintelligent transfer

between distributed computer

to the system builder

communication

one single computer supplier

[PARNABY 86]. Generally,

of data

the

has resulted

still being heavily dependent
which has

office environment [InterLan

based

the costly task

entities, leaving

of having

to implement

an adequate solution to each specific application [WESTON 87].
The need

for common

communication protocols, to

direct exchange of data between
application
ISO 802.X

hetrogenous

remotely

allow
located

entities led a group of LANs users to initiate the
project [SZE 82].

evolution of

the

In turn, this project led

ISO sponscired

Open Systems

to the

Interconnection

(ISO/OSI) model for computer communication[ZIMMERMANN 80] which
is an abstract reference model descibing sufficient functionality to enable information transfer

regardless of

turer,

of

model type

or

complexity

themanufac-

communicating

machines

[McLEAN 86, GASCOIGNE 87].
More
evolving two

recently,

significant

implementations

namely; Technical

Office

effort

of the

has

centered

on

ISO/OSI reference model,

Protocol ( TOP ) and

Manufacturing

Automation Protocol (MAP)[HOLLINGUM 86,WESTON 86,WESTON 87].TOP
is, specific implementation of the

ISO/OSI reference model with

eXisting protocols chosen, or new protocols specified, at
level enabling the exchange of information between

each

distributed

12

-'--

computer systems operating in office

and engineering

environ-

ments,thereby providing suitable services to. support financial,
management, design and
MAP initiative being

organisation functions.
concerned with

Conversely the

manufacturing issues, has

chosen or specified protocol more suited for
environments where short but " urgent "burst

use in shop floor
of data are more

common[WRIGHT 88,WESTON 88b](Figure 2.3 illustrates Version 3.0
of MAP and TOP,and shows the common features of both standards).
As abstract models of manufacturing processes are evolved
so are conceptual tools for specifying and creating application
software. The use of application oriented languages is one area
which has received great attention
potentially such languages
machine specifications

release

during the last decade,
the designer

as

from knowing

and hardware details [PARNABY 86, WATTS

87].Many companies have created their own application languages
KAREL [KAREL 86],AML [AML 84], VAL II [VAL 85],ADA [ADA 83],MLD
[BURGER 83],

LIVIA [CIVIDINI 83], RAPT [POPPLESTONE 80], SYBIL

[JONES 83], APT [ROBERTS 68], RAIL [AUTOMATIX 83].

The

use of

such tools enables the creation of application software

with a

certain level of abstraction

so that the evolved solutions are

more generally applied that through creating alternative machineoriented solutions. Command language models [BLUME 84,BUDKOWSKI
88] are expected

to

reflect

the impact

models [BOLOGNESI 87, KLERER 88] and
communication reference models
sentation

and re-formating

of evolving

to be

factory

integrated

within

(such as MAP/TOP) through

services (eg; in

the

pre-

application

layer of the ISO/OS! reference model [REARDON 87,WESTON 88a] ) •

•
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Figure 2.3: MAP!TOP system communication architecture [WESTON 880] .

.

Success in

these areas

production

systems

manufacturing

and

knowledge.

will
to

enable the creation
a more effective

The availability

of flexible

utilization

of

effective

of
LAN

standards coupled with the use of emerging distributed database
technology will promote

new

opportinuties

for

manufacturers

[WESTON 88a].

2.3

INTELLIGENT SENSORS

In accomplishing closed loop control

functions

at

any

level

in the enterprise hierarchy (see Figure 2.2) it is necessary to
gain

access, within

information

an appropriate

concerning

time

the execution

frame, to

reliable

of manufacturing tasks.

Sensory systems are commonly used to monitor process variations
and real world state changes, thereby providing feedback information

to control and management

entities,

automated • In contrast to feed-forward
through

referencing

a well

defined

be they manual or

data

which is defined

theoretical

model, data

associated with sensory systems cannot be calculated, a priori,
and

will

be always

contain

a certain degree

of uncertainty

[NNAJI 86].
The

ev~lution

of enabling technologies, and in particular

solid-state technology, has led to the realization of reliable,
accurate

~nd

cost-effective

sensors

for

the measurement

of

almost any physical quantity [BENLY 86].Specific purpose sensors
which are used

in some fixed configuration to measure a single

variable do not generate major integration problems, and can be
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regarded as "uninte11igent" devices.

A recent

devices can be found in [STAUGAARD 87].

review of

such

In contrast, dexterous

sensors are programmable devices capable of accomodating typical
changes

within the application

process. Usually, such sensors

demonstrate a certain computational capability enabling digital
processing methods to be realized locally APPLETON 86].However,
the

utilization

of such devices within CIM will generate more.

difficult int!gration problems as various aspectcs of those sensors will· require change in some relationship with corresponding
changes within the products and/or the manufacturing

processes

involved.
Dexterous sensors
control

function

at

are currently used

all levels

in

accomplishing

of factory hierarchies (i.e.

device, machine, cell,center and factory levels). As exhaustive
review of currently used dexterous sensors is not within of the
scope of this thesis. Hence, in the context of robotic application, only a brief description of typical dexterous sensor will
be presented. Those dexterous sensors can be classified as

i.

tactile sensors or

ii.

non-contact sensors (excluding vision sensing).

i. Tactile sensors, based on various fundamental phenomena, are
,

used

to assist robots

and

other

programmable machines

gripping or handling objects. Changes in
[ROBERTSON 83]
physical

in

pressure, air flow

and inductance [CHECINSKI 83] are examples of

phenomenon

which

have been used

successfully
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in

industry [STAUGAARD 87]. A measurement of the absolute change
in the value

of

the physical quatity, or an indication that

change above a certain threshold

has occurred

can be

used.

Tactile sensors are increasingly used either in the manipulation

and

feeding of objects [LESTELLE 85] or

for detecting

exeption conditions(eg. collision detection) [READARCE 85].
A common type of tactile sensor includes those based on
the use of force sensing by a semi-conductor gauge [SALISBURY
82, GAILLET 83].
in

the

By arranging a set of semi-conductor gauges

form of an array over the

inspection surface, it is

possible to locate the contact point(s) of

a randomly

tioned object [BARDELLI 83, ROBERTSON 83].

posi-

In such cases

a

digitized image, comparable to those images used to represent
visual scenes, can be captured.
to similar

problems

Thus analysis will give rise

to those

encountered

in

visual image

analysis.

ii. Non-contact sensing methods
industry during recent years.

have been
Since

applied

wiedly

in

such sensors require no

physical contact with the measured object,

they

to provide very accurate measurments and often

can be used
are

suitable

for use in hostile environments.
Ultrasonic

phenomena

effective sensors for

can be

measuring

used

in

the distance

creating
of

cost-

obstacles

over a medium range (from one to a few meters) [NORMOYLE 86].'
Alternatively, laser based

distance measurement sensors

are
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verT precise but currently

are relatively expensive and

can

be used over relatively short distances [FAUGERAS 84].
If a focussed wave(generated by an pressure or electromagnetic source) is directed onto a workpiece the reflected wave
will be received back after some time delay.
can be used to compute the distance
varying

the

inclination

of

This time delay

the impact point. By

of the laser beam,

technique, a two dimensional map

using a raster

representing

the shape

of

an object can be created(Figure 2.4 illustrates two different
methods

of realizing

generally,

the required

such methods

and are too

expensive

beam scanning). However,

are still
to be

in the development stage

used

effectively in

industry

[FAUGERAS 84].

The rapid increase in the

use

of

dextrous sensors

is due in

part to a need to control more effectively the execution
particular
factory

process

flexibility

rigid jigs
functioning

and
in

and

also

in

part

to

the

of

fact

a

that

can be increased by replacing traditional

fixtures

with methods

accordance

with

and

tools capable

of

a set of rules [MELCHIOR 83,

BRAGGINS 86].By incorporating computing power and local memory,
sensory systems

become

more decentralized

and autonomous and

have found an important role in factory environments [ADAWAY 86].
Efficient integration of such sensors within CIM is an important
issue which has become more evident in recent years [SELKE 86].
A common and general approach need to be evolved to fully

gain

the benefita of any integration scheme involving the inherently
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Acousto-optical
crystal

mirror

Collimating lens

Object

Bank of detectors

Laser Beam

a: Mechanical Scanning [Faugeras 84]

b: Acousto-optical scanning[Batcheror 85]

Figure 2.4: Two methods of 3-D measurement based on "flying spot laser"

flexibile dextrous sensors.

2.3.1

Visual Sensing

Vision machines are used to analyse and intrepret visual scenes
through

the

use of digitization

techniques. They incorporate

part of a wider class of sensing methods used in industry which
produce an array of data repesenting certain physical

phenome-

non.They use either an array of sensors or a scanning technique
[BATCHELOR 85,BROWNE 86].
An array of data can be created from the digitization of a
video signal created by a vidicon or isocon camera [BOHLMAN 78].
However, semi-conductor cameras based on Charge-Coupled Devices
(CCD) are increasingly
The digital nature of

being used

in industrial applications.

such arrengements

can facilitate direct

digital processing of the output data. Furthermore,the physical
robustness,the compactness and the image quality of CCD devices
surpasses those of cathodic tube devices [TODD 83,JARVIS 84].
Commonly, the
spectra is used as the
infrared

imaging

reflected

incoherent

source of

[BEGIN 83],

light

in

visible

visual information. However,

structured light

[DROF 87]

or

laser scanning techniques [FAUGERAS 84, BOISSONNAT 81] are also
,used to generate good quality digital images.
The use of colour information [ tElL 83, MILLER 86], and
techniques for overcoming the "shadow problem" [ YANAGISAWA 84,
STRAT 79]are two areas in which progress will extend industrial
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application.

By the use of such techniques additiorial informa-

tion can be inferred from the scene.

However, such

are not sufficiently advanced, since

the cost of

techniques
the required

computational power does not yet facilitate their cost-effective
industrial use on wide scale.
The generation of three dimentional(3-D) models of a scene
is a very important subject in its own right. It has particular
importance in manufacturing because in

many

shape of the inspected component determines
The fact that

the image

created

applications

the

its functionality.

by reflected

light

encodes

undesirable phenomena (such as uncertain lighting conditions or
irrelevent changes in the colour or the material of a component)
exerts many constraints on the use of
niques. The contrary,

,extraction of

a visual scene can be used
irrelevent

phenomena.

image

2~D

a

3-D vision model of

to illiminate

Although

3-D

analysis tech-

the effect

vision is still

of

many

in

the

development stage, so that its industrial market is only beginning to emerge, there is significant

potential

for industrial

utilization [NNAJI 86,JARVIS 82,FROST 85]. Laser range scanning
[FAUGERAS 84], stereo or
tured

binocular vision [TRIVEDI 85], struc-

light or laser scanning ("flying spot laser")[CLARKE 74]

are example techniques

which

are being

investigated

by many

industrial organisations.
The large amount of data

which must be processed during

image understanding(commonly 64k byte 'or more in a single scene)
and the complexity of

the data

processing

extract meaningful information from the

algorithms used to

image (many algorithms
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require iteration where several neighbouring data
at

each

iteration),has often

are involved

necessitated the

use

of costy

powerful mini-computers in computer vision research [JARVIS 84].
Futhermore, often

laboratory

research

has

been

carried out

without concern about the execution time and with little
ledge about

the

requirement

contrast, industrial

of

industrial

vision machines have

know-

applications. In

been based on dedi-

cated hardware in order to speed up general and low level image
processing (eRR, REFLEX,
since

the majority

PIXIE, AUTOVIEW [FROST 85]). However,

of commercial vision

machines

have

been

designed and supplied by specialised manufacturers [TechTran 83,
HOLLINGUN 84,BRAGGINS 88], the integration of vision techniques
within traditional factory methods has been a slow and heuristic
process [AYERS 85,BRAGGINS 88]. However,the availability of low
cost micropr6cessor-based i6mputational power and the emergence
of cheap

VLSI general purpose

image processors

solutions, involving" off shelf"
vision

or

industrial

microcomputer-based
measurement

single board
vision

tasks. This in.turn

evolve

architectures

provided

computers

has

for

for

certain

machines, to

growing number of industrial users [LOUGHLIN 83,

Special hardware

has

attracted

a

FROST 85 ].

vision continue to

as many industrial, commercial and household

areas are

creating very complex and generic problems for vision researcher
[T.echTran 83]. Such
concept

base.d

architectures

on

architectures
parallel

include

a

very

processing, where most

utilize an array of tightly

coupled

promising
of

these

processors
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referred to as " Icon" [LEVI 84] each one
and

able to execute a set

pixels (i.e. SIMD;

mspped to one pixel*

of operations invoking neighbouring

single-instruction

multiple-data

computer

structure) [DUFF 78,FONTAIN 83,GAMBOTTO 85].

2.3.2

Image Processing Techniques
Although the raw data**can be collected by using different

means, and

consequently

represent

may

different

physical

quantities, the techniques

used in transforming and extracting

essential information from

the

original

data

are

basically

common [DUDA 73, PRATT 78,BATCHELOR 85].However, vision systems
are

still

application

dependent

strict environmental control
adjustment of the
particular
,

selected

subset

vision machines

as any new

procedures
processing

of scenes. As an

problem imposes

and requires
algorithms

example, many

to

careful
fit

a

industrial

use a controlled environment and/or structured

illumination to facilitate the

generation of acceptable binary

images for special purposes.
Traditionaly

image

analysis

can

be

loosely

divided

into three levels of processing [JARVIS 84],which includes low,
middle and high processing levels. The reason for this division
is purely technical and due mainly to the three

~ain

disciplines

*Pixel is the elementery data of digitized image, it could be
a bit in binary image or a word of several bits(eg 6,8)
in a multi-levels grey image.
** Raw data is a term used to refer to the original data
collected before any processing takes place.
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involved ( image processing, pattern classification, artificial
intelligence). Here a classification of common image processing
techniques used in robot-vision application areas is presented.
This classification is primarily

based on

techniques used

in

the lower and middle stages of image analysis.

•

Matching

Techniques:

These techniques attach

one

or more

similarity measures to the output of simple low level processing algorithms(eg subtraction of two pictures, correlation by
a templet [ROSENFELD 76],n-tuple method [ALEKSANDER 83]).This
implies the· definition of a matching template or discriminator
for the scene(or the inspected part of it) in the form of the
raw data [WALTERS 86]. A change in .the mask, or set of masks,
used mayor may not imply

a change in the algorithm

used at

the next processing stage.For example, in the case of measuring
the

size

of the

binary difference

between two pictures, a

change in the reference picture does not imply changes in the
algorithm.

While

in

the

case

of

a

Corners-Lines set of

templets, the addition of a circular templet must
carefully and a radical

revision

be handled

of the techniques would be

preferable. Matching techniques are simple and are frequently
implemented

in harware

thus they

complexity areas. The success
the

are ideal for

of such techniques

use in low
relies

on

existence of a set of rules specific to the application

involved. However,often matching techniques are combined with
that

of other

processing methods

when complex analysis

required [BATCHELOR 85].
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is

• Region Forming: This includes
classify adjacent piiels

a variety of techriiques

which

within groups dependent upon one or

more propreties(eg. intensity[ADEPT 84] or relationships with
neighbouring pixels [BRZAKOVIC 84]).Subsequently the boundary
of each region is coded

for

Iteration

based on " merge and split " methods

can be

used

further

processing [ PUGH 83].

[PRICE 84, TSAI 84]. Such techniques are rather
vary extensivly according to the
propreties involved, hence

required

complex

accuracy

and

and the

relatively few hardware implemen-

tations exist.However, region forming techniques

are

sively used in image processing

an implicit

as they

assume

conceptual model which conserves most of

basic

exten-

features

of

the image. This characterisation provides many advantages

in

manufacturing applications. Region forming
for a number
to

become

of years and

cheap

VLSI

has been.

chips

are

studied
expected

commercially available in the near future •

• Line Coding: These techniques are similar in their final goal
to those of region forming [BRADY 86,PUGH 83] but are used to
deal with a different class of scenes where regions cannot be
defined as the image is already formed

from

many lines (eg.

image of a printed ciruit board, scene preprocessed
operator or any
result

form

high pass filter) [ABDEL 82,ADIMARI 88]. The

of using such techniques is a

connected
more

by sobel

pixelgroups

which

are

description
linked

and

of loosly
merged. to

descriptive patterns (eg. an arc,a line, a closed

curve, a branch,a circle, etc.).As for region forming te~hni-
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ques, line

coding

requires

complex

and will, as a consequence, involve
when

implemented

in

processing

algorithms

time consumming routines

software. Thus, in

industrial

vision

applications, these algorithms are customized into s~me simplified form and as a result have restricted flexibility.

Traditional image processing techniques
applied

to both

described above can be

binary or multiple" Grey" level images. The

algorithms used, are always

conceived and

particular

of

specific

problem
rules

and

or set

implicit

problems

designed to solve a
through

knowledge.

software part is tightly coupl~d and

introducing

Moreover, often the

dependent of the hardware

used.

2.3.3

~

Use of Vision Machines in Manufacturing

Although most of the currently available operational industrial
vision machines

require suitable cirumstances before

be applied in a profitable way, visual sensing
useful in the automation
fact, visual

data can be

of various
processed

has proven very

industrial
to yield

they can

processes. In
many quantitive

measurments concerning product realizing operations and process
execution.

It is unrealistic

at this stage

of machine vision

evolution to limit its use to certain application areas.However,
within the scope of this thesis,current industrial applications
will be

classified

according to the requirement of the vision

task, as follow.
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1. Inspection

and

verification

of the

presence/absence of a

workpiece (eg. before an insertion

or assembly operation

carried out ), this

involve

usually

will

matching

is

with a

predefined model [BATCHELOR 85].
2. Surveillance tasks:
detection
system
tasks

mounted
are

workplace
than

and

includes

avoidance (eg. the
on

complex
in

This

some

an
and

of a

vision

guided

Guided Vehicle;AGV). Such

require

a predefined model of the

may

3. Providing position information
function. Here, workpiece

use

Automated

form. For

one vision machine

tasks such as collision

such tasks of this type, more
be required [GILMORE 85].
as part of a process control

recognition

and

location must be

determined with a given resolution·in a specific time and the
information derived may be required locally(e.g. assist robot
movement by prOViding on-line position feedback). Application
areas

include

arc welding [BEGIN 83, WEZENBEEK 85],

guided assembly [META 86]

and

sensor

AGV guidance [GILMORE 85].

4. Part picking and sorting: This might involve

complex recog-

nition algorithms, particulary where parts are' overlaping or
where parts have a complex-3-D form[RAYMOND 83, DESSIMOZ 84].

The high

initial cost of

setting up

a vision

based

sensory

,
system for a particular application, in comparision to the cost
of other senSing methods, has .prevented

many

potential users

from opting for the vision solution. Thus conventionally, vision
machines

have mainly

been used

to automate

or semi-automate
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large batch manufacturing tasks
batch ones

vision

flex~bility
<

where greater
,

However, with

the

machines

continuing
will

rather than

offer

medium

to

small

is

required [BROWNE 86].

decrease

in the hardware cost,

more

cost-effective

solutions

[CRONSHAW 85].
In the absence
vision (and

of a clear view to the

of sensory

role

of machine

systems in general) within

integrated

manufacturing, there is also

an absence of methods

for efficiently using and managing

visual

factory.Hence,solutions will continue to
"tightly coupled"

involving

the

use

and

information
be bespoke

in the

and often

of specificaly tailored

algorithms and dedicated hardware. Consequently such
will lack the

tools

"configuration flexibility"

needed

equipment
within

CIM

[WESTON 88a]. Furthermore, this situation will be exacerberated
as new

technologies

become

field. Unfortunatly, most
of

machine vision

is

i.

devising more

ii

adapting a

available for application

of the current research in the

polarized

powerful and

particular

in the
area

in two directions namely,

general machines

technique

and

or machine to solve a

specific manufacturing problem.

With more companies installing factory communication facilities
based on broadband LANs (eg. MAP), the electronic
of vision signals

between

to become

practice

common

manufacturing
and open

transmission

entities is expected

the way to decentralised

visual processing[WESTON 88b].The exchange of conceptual visual
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information

and

scene representations, through using computer

networks,has already been examined and studied[LEE 86]. However,
flexible and efficient integration

of

sensory

systems within

CIM requires the evolution of a conceptual model for vision and
the

integration

of this

model within factory wide information

and control models.This imposes
structures and an associated
"intelligent" communication
fact, research
related

studies

to such

initiatives

data

aimed

the

of

at
are

common data

management system

between different

activities

include

the existence

producing

enabling

sub-systems. In
standard

materia]zing.

models

Such research

specification of a model for product

data representation (PDES/STEP)[RUI 88,OWEN 88], graphical data
description ( IGES) [YAMAGUCHI 82, IGES 86]

and

for

specific

product design information(as is the case in electronic circuit
design [EDIF 85]).
The evolution of such models will eventually lead to the
realisation of

highly

flexible

and

reconfigurable factories

[HODGSON 88, SELKE 86].
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C H APT E R

R E QUI REM ENT S

III

I N T E G RAT E. D

OF

V I S ION

INTRODUCTION

3.1

The benefits to be gained from computer integrated manufacturing
can only be realized
tools

for

through

defining· and managing

information exchange
entities. Although
ficantly

efficiently

and

and timely the

between every communicating manufacturing
the use of programmable sensors

increased

the flexibility

equipment, the absence
managing

adopting formalized methods

information

of

has signi-

stand-alone automated

of a common approach to programming and
within control systems

has inhibited

a

full utilization of available dexterity and computational capability, therein limiting

the range

of application

areas

for

which cost-effective solutions can be introduced.
Image processing, which is the fundamental "component" of
any vision system, has yet to be fully explored and solutions to
many of the related problems are still waiting to be formulated.
The lack of a generic understanding of such

problems

has been
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bypassed

by

system

designers

through

oriented algorithms or adapting partial
to

satisfy

the

requirements

of

arrangements. Furthermore, there

is

information

environments

and processing

application

theoretical solutions

special

circumstances

an increasing

pressure for vision equipment to be
way within CIM

devising

integrated

resources of

commercial

in a

in order to benifit

and

flexible

from sharing

other manufacturing

entities. In particular, it is essential that individual vision
machines acquire

a certain

enable it to be operated

level

remotely

of functionality which
before

the

can

advantages

of

integration can be fully realized.
This chapter points to some weakness
processing
implication

and

understanding

of such weakness

internal structure and

techniques

current

and

some

of vision

earlier

image

examines

on system flexibi1ty.

functionality

explored through considering

in

the

Both, the

machines

attempts

are

to model

machine vision processes. Finally, the factors which impede the
widespread use of machine vision are reviewed

and the require-

ments of a reference model for vision are discussed.

3.2

FLEXIBILITY OF IMAGE PROCESSING

In"contrast

to many

other versatile

programmable

production

tools (i.e. simple manipulators and CNC machines: each of which

.

can be utilized in a limited but veIl defined range of application areas),the industrial application areas of vision machines
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can vary extensively due to
most cases,

the inherent nature of vision.

manufacturing engineers

availability of variety

are confronted

of vision machines

without having guidelines

to

enable them

and

with

In
the

arrangements,

to select

the most

suitable one in terms of robustness(i.e. a lack of formal rules
defining acceptable operating conditions) and flexibility (i.e.
readiness to accomodate product and/or process changes according
to

overall strategic or tactical needs).

Furthermore, commis-

sioning a new vision sensing application needs close cooperation
betwjen th~ vendor
new

and the user

environment and

technique for the

to adapt

to select and tune

the machine to each
the

imge

processing

particular case in hand [AZAR 88a].

The main reason for such a situation is the fact that unfortunately computer vision,
research, is

still

very

after more than

three decades of

much in an embryonic state. Although

significant improvements are

promised

through the anticipated

availability to industrial use of more performance hardware and
software

image

processing.

Meanwhile, three

major

keynotes

concerning vision processing can be highlighted.
( i)

Universal vision
measurements that
thus the

machines, which
are

are capable of making

independent of process changes and

scene in view, do

not yet

exist. Instead,

the

manufacturer is confronted with a variety of machines that
measure~

under strict but programmable conditions provide

ment information whose interpretation is process dependent.
~

(ii)

----

Vision processing iriflexibility is caused in part

br the
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absence of standard solutions, even for fundamental
analysis problems. This
[HARALICK 85 ], who

has been

image

pointed out by Haralick

advocated the

need

for

a canonical·

definition of computer vision subproblems and for devising
optimal solutions

to these problems. Hence, the evolution

of universally accepted hardware, especially for low level
image

analysis, has been delayed

inflated the
(iii)

and this, in turn , has

cost of vision-based sensory systems.

Vision machines are not only built from a single processing

entity,

required to

but also
be

from

integrated

every

device

within

or mechanism

the vision

function.

Consequently, off-the-shalf systems tend to be either very
elaborate or not suitable

for

immediate explotation.

Chapter 7,a different approach will be
vision machine

and

its

locally

considered to form a virtual

suggested,

algorithms

which

give

where

integrated devices

are

entity.

Most system designers are concerned only with creating
sing

In

reasonably

good

proces-

results

for a

specific application, without having the guideline criteria for
evaluting and comparing the performace of
ques.

Such performance

comparison

alternative

~

techni-

should be evoking not only

computational aspects (eg the processing speed and memory usage)
but also factors

of

major concern

in

manufacturing

such as

robustness and flexibility (ie. performance stability vis a vis·
external disturbances

and

configurability

according

to

the
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requirement of peripheral entities).
The lack of formal procedures in the
serious problems to

a system

required information
devised. Design

which enables

optimal

solutions

to

be

and interpretation functions can be built

from well proven elementary
and

who will be deprived of

and installation procedures can be facilitated

if vision processing

rules

builder

design stage poses

conditions

processing modules.

aimed at

optimizing

In this case,

the

performance,

according to certain criteria, can be simplified and ultimately
yei1d opportunities for methodical configuration and programming
of vision machines.

3.2

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES AND VISION SENSING MODELS

System architecture is a description of the elementary parts of
the entity concerned (a vision machine
the functional and
parts

interconnection

of the entity and its external

in this

case) defining

relationships

between the

environment.

The traditional computer

vision view involves making an

analogy between' the processing

and understanding of digitized

scenes

and

the perception

function

nervous system [IUNT 83, BROWNE 86].
approximate

of

the human

Although

eye-brain
~

this is

a very

analogy and cannot be consistently applied, it has

been proved useful in providing system analysts with some guidelines for their research in
procedures.

the absence

However it is important here

of other

established'

to underline certain
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fundamental

differences

between

human visual perception

and

machine vision.
"

'. t.

Although

i.

it is quite

conceivable to use the same vision

machine in completly different application areas (eg. crack
detection and component identification), it is
and economically unjustifiable to devise
which is capable

of interpreting

unpractical

a vision

machine

and understanding

every

possible occurance of unexpected situations.
ii.

The human visual system
where

is a complex multi-sensory system

colour, illumination, prespective, background scene,

context, and
complex

pragmatic

decision

information

are

network [GREGORY 70]. In

processed

by

contrast

a

most

vision machines utilize a single property of the world (eg.
reflected light, distance, color distribution ),and ignore
all other properties.

Many scientists have emphasised the latter difference[JARVIS 82,
HENDERSON 83] and devised systems which integrate more than one
type of property of the scene. However,the fact that at present,
sensors which can combine different

properties to generate one

measurement do not exist, the integration function

has

to

be

performed at the final stage of processing. Thus scene segmentation and analysis

are

intrinsically

achieved separately upon

different data types. An example of integrating different types
of data

was

given

by Mitiche et al {KITICHE 86],

where they

utilized three sensor types and integrated any two of them at a
time

i~

different schemes.

This included

multi-spectral data,
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range and intensity image "fusion" and range image with optical
flow (see

Figure 3.1 ).

In general, the

computer

vision machine architectures
are

biased

vision

approach

to deriving

tends to generate solutions which

towards low level image processing. Thus solutions

reference the way in which the hardware is built and structured
in order to optimize the performance of a pixel-based algorithm
or set of algorithms (ego array

of processors

[DUFF 82] ) and

do not consider the application or the end use
vision analysis

function.

system architectures
the application and
vision sensing in

The contrary, elM

of the
view

has to be polarised towards
evoking

efficient

any particular

of

overall
vision

the needs of

utilization methods to

scheme. This in turn implies

the existence of an external view that accomodates configuration
changes

and programming , in relation

constraints, in flexible fashion
significant

explicit

and

reference to

to other
without

manufacturing
having

the hardware

or

to make
software

tools themseleves. Thus ideally, data driven vision machines can
be programmed

to function correctly

according to tactical

or

even business objectives.
A simple conceptual model for vision machines was proposed by Browne[BROWNE 86]. This model takes the form of a simple
black box and

its associated input and output information (see

Figure 3.2). Here the sensor provides raw data{the input)to the
vision system which in turn produces output information
ding to some rule-based relationship

accor-

with the inpu~ data; this
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•

-:.

relation

being

governed

by

the state

of

certain

external

commands. This model is an abstract description of the functionality and cannot be deemed to be of great
since

it does

not provide

inputs, the outputs
reflects only

to the user

an elaborated description

of

the

or the relations between them. In fact, it

a simplified external view

which is common

utility

to the vision system

to all sensory systems. Figure 3.3 illustrates

a block diagram showing the basic hardware elements involved in
such a model.
As previously mentioned, most

existing

vision

systems

utilize only one sensor type for analysing the scene.
internal representations

within

the vision machine

However,
can

vary

extensively. Through such variations,it is possible to construct
artificially

an arbitrary

number of

attributes of the scene.

Usually,a system generates its attributes by chaining different
processing algorithms one to another.

At each processing stage

therefore,a transformation process is

carried out

either through

utilizing a

rule-based

comparison and classification techniques.
mations will end

when

on the data

procedure or

by using

Successive transfor-

the final goal is achieved.

Generally,

such a goal can be either the measurement of a similarity
pre-taught object or the depicting

of certain features

to a
within

the scene.
Such transformations

have been referred to as data flow

or flow paradigm [WAXMAN 84]. Generally, this "flow" of data is
characterized by an increase in the level of abstraction of the
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Figure 3.3: Basic Hardware Elements of Vision System;based on [Browne 86].

concepts involved

and

by

a decrease

used to represent the scene.

in the

Figure 3.4

qu~ntity

of data

illu~trates

sequential
,
data flow by showing four possible ways
,

image

processing

and

of producing similar features,each corresponding to a different
processing route.
The operators
extensively

from

used

throughout the processing may

one system

to another and

variety of alternative implementations

in each

are possible.

vary

case

a

However,

certain operators like branching, merging, smoothing, addition,
etc are frequently used through
though they
ways.

By

are applied
using

obtained

and

to different

different

processing, different
the

the various processing
data

algorithms

in

stages

a variety

of

at the low levels

of

representations of the same image can be

features

of

each

representation

can

be

associated with a certain confidence value [NASIF 83,KOHLER 84].
Moreover, most vision machiries

provide at the final processing

stage,

of the object

a

descriptive

vector

whose components

belong to a non-homogenous space (eg. size,perimeter, number of
holes,

shape descriptive, etc). This implies that the decision

making involved

can be regarded

problem, where the output of

as an information integration

the decision function (" a binary

value ") is a result of referencing the presence and the values
of

different information types. An important example was given

by

Belknap et al [ BELKNAP 86] "where

thei

~escribed

four

different levels for information integration •
• fusion within 'low-level algorithms: this involves "fusion" of
different

data

types

within

the

low

level

algorithm to
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)

generate a single segmentation of the scene.
• fusion within description processes: this combines the result
of two segmentation techniques to generate a common segmentation description.
• fusion at the object level: here,
interpreted so that

regions

are analysed

different descriptions of

the

and

presumed

same object are created. Subsequently, these description

are

combined to form a complete description of the shape.
• knowledge guidance fusion: this a combination of the last two
methods, in

which a high level model of the scene is used to

control the fusion of different low level representations.

Belknap et al also refer to the importance of fusing
data representations as a way

different

of improving the reliability

of

image analysis techniques and state that the most effective way
of accomplishing this fusion
based

is based upon

the use

of

rule-

techniques during the interpretation process. Figure 3.5

shows graphically

an example of information integration at the

description process level.

,

3.3 INTEGRATION FACTOR

As previously stated, during the last decade

we have witnessed

an increased demand to integrate the activities of manufacturing
entities

and to improve the efficiency

and

responsiveness of
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the activities involved in product realization

such as design,

organisation,test and manufacture. The advances made in solving
encountered difficulties in this

area has been

largely guided

by a two pronged methodology:
1. Elucidation of the problem by decomposition
blems aid

grouping similar one

of complex pro-

after isolating

them

from

contaminating problems (i.e. problem decomposition and classification) •
2. Defining a reference model which can represent

and

provide

guidlines for solving all occurences of this problem.
Such methodologies are being applied to solve many elM problems
involved in materials transportation

and

in material storage,

work-in-progress reduction, reducing design cycles,etc.
When computer vision techniques are applied in industrial
areas, the vision machine should be regarded as a manufacturing
entity

which

operates closely

with other entities as part cif

manufacturing process. Although visual sensing methods are

far

from been established technology, the flexibility of vision can
be

utilized

effectively

through

some

fusion process, which

involves determining and using relationships between the information created

or used

stored or used by any

by vision equipment
other entity

with that created

at the various levels of a

factory hierarchy~For example,this information,or post-processed
. I

*

Hereafter, the term factory model will be used to imply the
hierarchy specified by the ISO Enterprise model which is
illustrated in Figure 2.2·and reviewed in [ISO 86].
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fragments of it, can be used by manual operators, machines,processes and in product quality control and archiving operations.
Although

ultimately

all

vision systems

are

used

to

perform measurement functions and that the external view of all
activities performed by vision machines can be considered to be
common(eg. understanding, learning, programming), the
structure(hardware!software), the environment

and

internal

the context

can vary extensively from one machine instance to another.Thus,
a common model for machine vision within CIM should reflect the
requirements

of all manufacturing purposes

and be independent

of any parallel initiative aimed at devising a general model of
the

internal architecture

of vision machine.

This point

has

been made repeatedly by many authors (HOLLINGUN 84. FISCHER 88]
but

without

proposing any reference model

or specifying

the

generic needs of manufacturing systems.

their

Achieving a logical decoupling

between vision tasks and

associated control, monitoring

and management tasks can

significantly

increase

the overall flexibility

reference model of. vision sensing
relation

to other reference models

Thus.a

c~nceptua1

entity

should be

and

to evolve seperately

allow

a

but in

of manufacturing entities.

model regarding the vision task as a seperate
associated with' an

external model),so that it

can~operate

integration model (i.e.
successfully with other

application entities.
In the next

~hapter

the concept of a reference model for

vision, based upon structuring

.'

".

vision processing within levels
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•

of a hierarchy is outlined.An external view of image processing
will also be considered along with associated common and neutral
,. .I

command

and

data structures

which will be presented later in

Chapter 7.
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C H APT E R

IV

HIE R ARC HIe A L

FOR

4.1

V I S ION

INTRODUCTION

It is acknowledged that
simplified by
into

MOD E L

solving

many complex problems

cai be

decomposition, i.e. by breaking the problem down

a number of simpler and independent problems so that each

one can be solved seperately. However,often this process can be
extremely complex and " fuzzy" in the sense that only an expert
in the appropriate field of knowledge is capable of determining
the necessary
ration of a set
is

subdivisions. Similary, classification and sepaof items

conventionally

a

or

process

problems

into different groups,

performed by

setting the values of many parameters

~nd

an expert who, by

control variables, can

govern the execution of any classification method.Where problems
are complex, this remains a practice which can only be performed
by

intelligent beings, despite

during the

last decade

in the

the

~ubstantial

application

progress made

of the science of

artificial intelligence.
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A solution to the problem
forthcoming

machine

of integrating

existing

and

vision equipment can be attempted through

dividing this class of sensor into many subclasses according to
the purpose

of the sensor, the processing technique

context

the

of

information

operating in relation to it

exchanged
or

any

with

other

used, the

other

entities

important

relating to the sensor and its environment. Each

aspects

sub-class can

then be studied separately in a comprehensive way so that interaction with remote activities
to an external model of
However, it

is

not

modification of the

the

can be facilitated
corresponding

possible
internal

to allow

by referring

problem

external

parameters

or

subclass.
access

and

variables unless

these models reflect the internal structure of each subclass.In
fact,the application domains for visual sensing and the methods
of achieving it are still in an evolutionary stage thereby, any
classification method based on current contexts
is doomed to be

techniques

provisional.

The approach
utilize

or

which

the inherited

is deemed

paradigm

more

appropriate

is to

flow of information (which is

common feature of most vision techniques) to model the internal
structure

of any vision system

in the form

of its elementary

building stages of processing. Thus, each processing stage
be regarded

as functioning to achieve a transformation

scene towards

of the

a more abstracted form. Such transformations can

be grouped in layers of a
tionality

can

hierarchy

according

to their func-

and the scene representation involved. This internal

model may be constructed from a different number of layers

and
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each layer may incorporate more than one transformation.Thus,to
enable the vision system to be integrated in an interactive way
with other entities, each level in the hierarchy has to benifit
from the availability of

common and neutral

data

and command

structures [AZAR 88a].
This chapter

starts

by introducing

the concept

of

a

logical sensor and outlines methods of building complex sensors
out of more elementary ones. It then
"processing layers"

and how

describes the concept

these layers

of

can be connected to

form a hierarchical model. Finally,the process of communication
between

any

vision

entity

and

briefly discussed with reference to

its

associated

entities is

the internal and

external

views of the model.

4.2

We

THE CONCEPT OF LOGICAL SENSOR

have

seen

in Chapter 3

that

in

the

context

of

.integrated manufacturing, a vision system should be regarded as
a multi-sensor

devic~

or a network of sensors. This

is equally

true from both internal(vision machine)and external("the world")
viewpoints. The term

logical sensor has been used by Henderson

et al [HENDERSON 83]

to

physical

describe

how

data

from one or more

sensors is combined through processing to produce the

desired information. Here we

will

introduce

the .destinction

between:
i.

a simple logical sensor (SLS) which

will be

defined

as a
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physical sensor and/or a simple processing routine for which
its output fs a measure(ie. a description)of a single input
vector, and
ii. a compound logical sensor (CLS)
produce

a single

which

output vector

is

an entity which

describing

more than one

input vector. These input vectors might or might not belong
to the

same space. A', CLS can be fully defined by specify-

ing its elementary SLSs and by describing the relationships
which link between them (Figure 4.1

illustrates an example

of the relationship between SLSs and CLSs ).

This technical

classification will serve to provide the

of describing a complex sensory system

in term

means

of its elemen-

tary components (i.e. SLSs) and the way they are connected in a
network of sensors(i.e. CLSs). As an example, it is possible to
realize a scene segmentation using two different techniques(eg.
use of a binarization method and a split and merge

method). In

this case each technique can be regarded as a SLS which outputs
a list describing individual regions. An
both measurements can be

regarded

entity which combines

as a CLS (note that ,the CLS

incorporates both SLSs as well as the

merging algorithm). This

example corresponds to the case of CLSl in Figure 4.1 where SLS2
and SLS3 can represent the segmentation techniques and SLS4 the
combination routine.
The network description based on the
genuinely

capable

of

handling

LS

definition

the paradigm flow' of

is

visual
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information discribed in Chapter 3. The inherent modular structure

of

such

modifications

a description

can easily

by decomposing

them

accommodate

to the level

of

process
a simple

logical sensor.
The output data

of a logical sensor

can be classified,

according to its type and its relation to the input data,within
one of the three classes,viz:

Class 0 output-

a simple

scalar (eg. integer, real, boo lean ,

location,etc.)
Class

1

output-

a

representation

of

the

input vector

retains all of the information
original
of

that

content in the

input data so that a reconstruction*

the input

vector

is

possible (eg. coded

image, scaled or mapped scene).
Class

1

output-

a

description

of

the

input

invol v'es a non-reciprocal
the output

vector

which

relationship, since

of the logical sensor retains only

partial information concerning the input vector.
This description

may be subsequently combined

with other outputs to create a complete representation of

the input

or

used directly for

partial characterisation of the scene.

It is noticeble

that, exept in trivial cases, a class 0 output

• this should be understood- as reconstruction of an ideal data
as noise,and uncertainty can not be regarded as information.
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is also

a

class 2

output

processing

a more complex
,.
average intensity).

as

it

is

always· the result

input data (eg. measurement

of

of the

In general,the output of a logical sensor gives the value
of one or more " attributes" of

the scene. An attribute can be

either of simple structure(eg. edge location, size of a region)
or of complex structure comprising more than one
(eg. a shape

can have, among

other

attributes,

representing the number of holes, while

this

sub-attribute
an attribute

attribute

might

itself be composed of more primitive sub-attributes representing
size, location,etc •• ).
To each component of the output vector,the logical sensor
attaches a confidence value which gives a measure of the degree
of confidence in the value of the corresponding

attribute (eg.

in a segmentation process the confidence value, related
homogeneity
normalised

of

the

region

is

established

by

to the

computing

standard deviation* ). The confidence value

a

varies

between one(ie. 100 per cent confidence)and zero(no confidence).
Figure 4.2 shows a generic view of the internal structure
of a logical sensor (either simple or compound) which comprises
three stages. The
as providing

final

stage of the sensor

decision making

functionality

can be

regarded

which assigns the

value and confidence measure to each component and sub-component
of the output vector. The first PFocessing stage

of an LS will

* This

concept is in sympathy with the approach of Parvin et al
in [ PARVIN 85]
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usually

function

to accomplish smoothing or filtering

input data, combining the information content
or

related

pr~paring

vary

component

data

elements (eg.

of

of the

neighbouring

pixels, regions) thereby

for the processing stage. This later stage

extensively

in its

complexity

and

implementation

will always include a set of rules defining

the

can
and

relationships

between the input and output vectors. However,in some cases not
all the stages

are present

in the L8

and

in most cases

three stages are implicitly present for being

the

implemented in a

single complex way.
A

logical sensor

can also

be

classified

as

follows

L8- is a logical sensor which has an output of

class 0

according to the class of the output it yields:
Class

Q

(i.e. simple variable)~
Class 1L8- is a

transformation

entity. The

output

of

this

class of sensor is of class 1 output (i.e. complete
representation of

the input

reconstruction of

the input is possible ( at least

theoretically)
with its

by

associated

vector). An

processing
confidence

adequate

this output along
vector (eg. line

smoothing or coding).
Class

11&-

is a morphological transformation entity. Here, the
,

processing algorithms exercise a radical
the nature

of

the

chang~ to

input vector so that the final

,

output vector is of class 2.(NB. as for the classification of the

outputs, Class 0 L8s are a sub-set

of class 2 L8s.)
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The

traditional

model

of a vision machine [BROWNE 86] which
,
has been examined in Cliapter 3,may be regarded now as a logical
sensor of class 0 since the model output is either

variable (eg. for

bin

picking), a

boolean

a

location

variable (eg. for

inspection and recognition) or a part code (eg. classification).
However, in the context of

comput~r

where operations such as a
and

sensor

co-operation

integrated

remote training, sensor
require

of

monitoring

access to intermediate data

representations , this simplified view is
The deficiencies

manufacturing,

clearly

the traditional

inadequate.

models

amplified when changes in the process necessitate

are

also

modification

to the vision system which were not for seen at the design stage
(infact in
may be

such circumstances

a major conceptual modification

required). However, this will be not the case when

the

internal structure of the vision system is modelled in the form
of a network of sensors. Here,a simple processing algorithm can
be optimised

and implemented as a logical sensor independently

of the vision purpose
which communicate

with

and other algorithms

except

it through the. input and

for

those

output

data

structures.

4.3

-THE

NOTION OF A LAYERED ARCHITECTURE
...

--

As a result of processing the scene by a succession of
2 LSs,the description of a visual scene will

und~rgo

morphologies before a

of

achieved. Such

final

understanding

the

a class

successive
scene

is

morphologies are the essential features of many
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vision machines which provide the "intelligence" (ie. rules)for
understanding a particular problem within the encountered scenes.
Their special merit in automation ensues from their ability
deal with problems related to variations in
and position and of preserving certain key

scale, orientation
features which will

be extracted at a later stage [LOUGHLIN 83]. Since such
formations

are

unidirectional

and

to

because

the

trans-

resulting

description of the scene is closer to the form required

by the

final processing stage,the resulting output is usually referred
as having a higher level of representation.
Successive transformations within one implementaion
naturally be structured within different layers each

can

providing

a different representation of the scene. At each layer, one
more logical sensors

or

of class 2 will apply morphologies on the

input.scenes to generate a higher level of scene representation.
Any transformation or function which is executed by a Class I LS
will be considered to be a

function of the

same layer,. as the

input and the output data are of similar nature and consequently
there is no increase in the level
layer different object descriptions

of

abstr~ction.

can be

Within. each

cross

referenced,

integrated, mapped or compared. Hereafter, the decomposition of
the machine vision structure into a layer hierarchy,
model the vision processing

which can

in a satisfactory manner,

will be

termed "reference architecture".
Figure 4.3
demonstrates
I
the

internal structure of

schematically the way

a vision system

can be

in

which

structured
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Figure 4.3: structuring the internal transformations hierarchically
in conformance with a world reference model

to correspond

to

the conceptual reference architecture.

layer has its

internal data structure

and

a set

Each

of possible

I
int~~nal

transformations G
which are
to the layer. The interij
face between any layer and higher layers in the hierarchy is
based

on

a set

of morphological

• These
ij
with the layer

transformations

morphologies can either interface a given layer

F

which is directly above it in the hierarchy or by-pass intermediate layers by creating

an output vector

which

appropriately high level of scene representation.

provides

an

In addition,

to applying G
group transformations, each layer includes a
ij
set of services which functions as an administrator for the
data existing at this layer. Such services can include storing,
copying and deleting data

items [AZAR 87].

The modelled data flow

and tranformations

processing layers contribute largely

to making

at the image
the above men-

tioned structure of great generality. Although we postulate that
any vision machine

could be

restructured

"reference architecture" ,this

to conform with the

restructuring

can be realized

in various possible ways.
It is of paramount importance to associat~l with the reference architecture a common conceptual view which can reflect
any internal hierarchy to the world. This "world mo4el"

can be

adapted by integrating a special interface,a "vision kernel",to
the particular architectural implementation of a given machine.
Thus,the vision kernel performs a mapping between a neutral and
a common world model and the specific implementated architecture
of an individual vision machine. Communication between a vision
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entity and any other entity will be

possible through a generic

data structure representing the world view. Figure 4.4 shows
proposed

implementation

comprising six

of

the

as

a hierarchi

layers of scene representation. In Chapter 7, a

proposed data structure for this
Chapter 8,

world model

a

model is described. Later, in

several issues relating

to the utilization of this

model are examined.

4.4

4.4.1

THE VISION KERNEL

Scope

The vision kernel functions to accomplish a mapping between the
internal hierarchical layers and

the world reference model for

vision sensing. It is responsible for interpreting external commands and data structures and for taking appropriate
by activating

local

decisions

entities or sending negative responses to

the external entity. Similarly, the kernel can request services
from external

entities

command structures
interpretation
structures

by ,building

data

and

in conformance to the world hierarchy.

The

of the world neutral set

depends

uniquely

layers. As it is illustrated
regarded

corresponding

of

of

data

and command

the internal context of peer

in Figure 4.4, the kernel

as an application layer

which

can be

provides a consistent

interface to the world.
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4.4.2

~

function _o_f

ili

.::K",e,:.r.::,n.::;,e.::,l

Traditionally, communication between a vision system and
entities has been very simple and
correspond to

two types

of

only

occurs

synchronisation

other

at times which
instances.

Such

instances can be categorised as:
i.

the" start instance" corresponding to the
new
when

begining of

vision task. Usually an internal signal is
both

the physical sensor

and

the

a

triggered

workpiece

under

inspection are correctly positioned. In the case where more
than one task has to be carried out in the same cycle,

the

completion of steps within a task sequence can be signalled
and used to indicate the start of a new task.
ii. the "termination instance " corresponding to the conclusion
of a vision task. Here,a sensor can transfer certain information to a closely related entity
of analysing the last

relating

to the result

scene. The information exchanged

this instance may be one

or more of

at

the following informa-

tion types:
1. No information exchanged. Commonly, this
positive result has occured
2. Position. This

can

vary

occurs

after a

(eg. inspection application).
extensively

according

to

the

context. In many cases,a set of two coordinates within the
plane of the scene. is used (eg. location of an object on a
conveyor belt). In other ca~es, a third
object o~ientation are added to enable a

coordinate and/or
mechanical mani-
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pulator to

handle the object •

3. Description of the scene. This has been restricted

in the

majority of contemporary systems to high level descriptions
of a particular object or region in the scene (i.e. global
feature as opposed to local). Typical
include

. the

similarity
model, or

number

of

parts

global features can

under

measure with respect to

a

consideration,
previously

parameters such as size, shape

ratios,

a

taught
width,

perimeter or identification code.
4. Error indication, as in the case of inspection (eg. where
an out of tolerance range
case of error

feature is detected) or in the

occurance during a processing stage.

5. Status information. This can include information concerning
the physical sensor, the number of pre-taught objects, cycle
number, performances measures,etc.

The hierachical architecture offers much improved possibilities
for managing
to

the

each of these information types not only relative

top most

required level

level

of representation,

in a specific

image processing implementstion.

Although, the world model should recognize\
scene

representations

it has to reflect

any specific implementation.
Chapter 7 when
posed so

th~t

but also at every

a defined number of
the

requirement

This point is reviewed further in

specific but neutral data structures are
different

of

int~rpretations

can be conveyed

proaccor-

ding to the context used.
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As efficient use of a vision machine requires access

to

intermediate and low levels of scene representation, the kernel
function will be to make direct correspondence or activation of
the services and transformations of the required layer.However,
when

a particular vision system structure

the reference architecture, the kernel
the image processing functions

does not conform to

has to emulate

to enable

the non-existent data representation forms.

many of

correspondence

with

Consequently, each

service, or any additional service, has to duplicate many of the
image processing stages

which are implicitly required

for the

execution of other services (see Figure 4.5 ). Such a situation
will reduce system flexibility

and creat

inefficient internal

structure.
In addition, the kernel holds a configuration map

which

is a representation of the internal structure in the form

of a

network of logical sensors and the data formats associated with
the output and input of

each LS. This

representation

differs

according to the activity concerned (eg. learning, recogn~tion,
calibration) and

has

to

be

defined

in relation to it. This

renders intelligent communication possible and

can

remote programming to modify the functionality at

facilitate
each

level.

As an examp1e,a system can be taught a new scene at a low level
of representation

while

the vision

measur~ment

performed at higher layers according to a different

task

may be

processing

method.
The kernel also functions as a parser and builder of com-

. -. .

.

.
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~

--

mands enable interaction
entities.

According

requested, the kernel

and information exchange

to the internal model
can

activate

and

with remote
the

activity

the built-in services

functions of the lower layers, modify some parameters

or

and send

back an answer to the requesting entity. As an example,when the
kernel

receives a request to learn a new model of the scene at

a certain level

of representation, it will activate

function in a corresponding logical sensor
negative answer in the case where this level

or

a related

it will send

a

is not present in

the internal model.
The kernel also can be regarded in an abstract way as being
structured in layers with a separate parser for each layer. The
services of each layer can be activated

and

executed

by

the

parser of the layer or any higher layer parser (see Figure 4.6).
In a similar way, the kernel builds command requests in comformance with the protocol and data structures defined by the world
reference model [AZAR SSb].
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C H APT E R

FOR

G U I DEL I N E S

A

V I S ION
WIT H I N

5.1

V

I M L E MEN TIN G
S TAT ION

C I H

INTRODUCTION

The majority

of existing vision systems

stand-alone equipment items
ciently

communicate

with

and hence, cannot easily
other

factory.

As stated in Chapter 4,

existing

vision systems

vision kernel which

have been designed as

manufacturing entities

architecture. However, it may be

in a

.the flexible iritegration

can be realized

can emulate

or effi-

through attaching

the functions
necessary

of
a

of a reference

to carry out major

restructuring of the existing software to realize full benefits
of a'reference model approach(aa illustrated in Figure 4.5).
This chapter reports on certain of the author's implementation studies aimed at deriving guidelines for
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i.

integrating eXisting vision machines within

ii. designing

a

elM systems and

new generation of vision machines.

Such.guidlines are demonstrsted through describing,in Chapter 6,
a prototype vision workstation

and its constituent parts which

has been implemented throughout the author's

research study in

the Manufacturing Engineering department of Loughborough University of Technology(LUT).
The driving force behind the evolution of the workstation
was to provide a mechanism for deriving and testing the concepts
involved.

In particular, the

main

features

processing

and understanding techniques

devise new

methods

and

of certain image

have been assessed to

concepts for implementing these tech-

niques in more adaptable way

so that

flexible integration can

be enabled •
The adopted methodology is based on considering the main
fundamental
classes

approaches

in analysing visual scenes.

of processing technique described

The three

in Chapter 2, which

include matching techniques,region forming and line generation,
have been studied

and embedded

Such approaches are in line

in the prototype

workstation.

with contemporary thinking in

the

area of machine vision and can cover many application areas.
Although, these techniques
only

one type of hardware

it should be understood

have been

implemented using

,

and a limited number of algorithms,

that the principles and ideas

evolved

throughout this theses can be applied to various vision systems
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which in turn could be w~dely applied.
The approach which has been taken was to implement partial
solutions

to the flexible integration problem,

targeted

limited number of carefully chosen application

at a

scenarios. This

has ensured that the work has not been abstracted from reality,
yet has provided a base for a general solution to evolve.
Many industrial sensing applications involve, beside the
vision analysis, the mechanical manipulation

of

the sensor(s)

and/or the workpiece(s). To facilitate the evolution of generic
integration solutions,an industrial robot has been incorporated
within

the prototype vision workstation. Hence,

the prototype

workstation is built from two clearly identifiable

sub-systems

(Figur~ 5.1 illustrates a block diagram of the workstation):

i.

The vision processor

ii.

The intelligerit manipulator

Although

certain of the hardware elements involved

are common

to both sub-systems,each sub-system is functionally independent
and

can be considered as

a separate entity.

This arrangement

has proven very useful and enabled application

scenarios rela-

ting to both riavigating sensors and robot controlled vision

to

be equally covered.
This chapter examines methodologies used in realizing the
. required functionality of individual sub-systems
rating sub-systems

in a flexible manner.

and in integ-

A description of the

hardware used and of the functions embodied in

each sub-system
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ego

"CAD, Conveyor
,, Supervisory
, system

are outlined.
features

However, a

more detai11ed

of the elementary parts

description

of

the

and their interrelationships

will be described in the next chapter.

5.2

AN APPROACH FOR CONNECTING EXISTING VISION MACHINES
WITHIN elM -

Vision systems, like other sensory systems, are able to provide
reliable information about event occurrences to various

levels

of factory organization and control. Whatever the communication
mechanism used

to enable

data

collection, the data

provided

to or by other entities has to be meaningful regardless of

the

hardware or software structures of the peer entities. This issue
can be seen as providing "virtual sensing" to the various types
of entities existing within the factory hierarchy.
Similar

problems are frequently encountered

when heterogeneous machines
required
or

and/or

application

within elM

software

are

to interact in a flexible way, regardless of the type

the make of such entities.

Such problems

can be partially

solved by modelling the various activities encountered within a
factory in a conceptual form reflecting generic functional descriptions [PARUNAK 87].
A global approach to the problem of devising a conceptual
factory model comprising all types of manufacturing entity
deemed

inappropriate as the information needed for the various

stages of product realization can
list

is

of related

actions

vary significantly

can be very extensive.

and

the

A derivative
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approach, yet
defining
used

more practical, can

a specific set of data

by each generic class

be

adopted

by

separately

and command structures

of entity (eg.

to be

graphical design,

sensing, programmable controller, etc)or activity (eg. control,
organization)[NECSULESCU 84].Subsequently,as a largely separate
exercise,it will be necessary to accomodate the differences and
similarties between various classes of entity model.Within this
approach, a generic model

for vision machines

should

descriptive mechanisms which can be used to specify

include

and confi-

gure different machine types. Such a model has been referred to
in Chapter 4 as the "world model" for vision.The associated set
of data and command structures will form the

"vision companion

standard" which complements a generic kernel

of CIM communica-

tion services (i.e. the approach adopted in MMS of the
specification
standards

[MAP 88]).

can be used

communication between

Thus, although

by

other

generic

a vision machine

MAP/TOP

different

companion

class~

entities,

of

and any other entities

will be possible through the use of common subset of standards.

As an example,

a design station

graphical data to facilitate teaching

can

transmit

certain

of a vision system.

The

data structure and its associated command set should be part of
both vision and-design companion standards. However, the vision
system

may be r,equired

to provide different types of informa-

tion,not required by the design workstation,to a control entity.

Through the process of building
totype workatation in

different

and

utilizing the pro-

scenarios, the aforementioned

)
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integration problem

has been studied and

a solution

has been

proposed envolving the following stages.

1. Restructuring the internal structure of a particular
system in a hierarchical

way

in order

to

visual

increase system

flexiblity and the modularity.
2. Integrating different

vision

common model (i.e. the
necessary

hierarchical

models

into

"world model"). To suchlmodel

to associate

a neutral set

of data

a

it is

and command

structures.
3. Defining the mapping between the vision world model and

the

internal model of a specific vision machine through building
a co~respondini application layer (kernel) which facilitates
the use of the services provided by the world model. At this
stage, modification

of the evolved stage 1 solutions

might

be necessary.
4. Integrating the vision world model

with other manufacturing

models by associating common services and data structures to
each communicating peer entity.

The prototype

implementation

enabled the proposal and
problems

with

respect

described

.

of

in the following

the, eval ua tlon generic
to aome

typical

solutions

has

to such

application domains,

including

)

. -'-
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( i) a navigating vision system. Where the sensor can

be moved

by the manipulator so to inspect a large scene, and
(ii) robot controlled vision. Where the scene
to provide information to facilitate

5.3

analysis is used

machine

control.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKSTATION

The prototype vision workstation

is suitable

for the analysis

of images generated by light reflected from the viewed scene.lt
incorporates a CCD video camera with its associated zooming and
iris control elements. Image processing and
accomplished by
camera

a microcomputer-based

is mounted

on the

arm of

interpretation are

vision

processor.

The

a universal manipulator (an

ASEA robot) which has five degrees of freedom. The vision workstation forms
includes two
inspection

part

of a flexible assembly system (FAS)

Adept One assembly robots, a second
station

and

a

controller. The FAS is one of
which

are linked

conveyor

a

variety

with
of

its

which

vision-based
programmable

prototype

systems

together in the Departement of Manufacturing

Engineering via MAP and Ethernet

local area networks, to study

various problems and applications related to CIM.

The vision processor comprises an aggregation of software
routines executed by a 16 bit Intel 8088 microprocessor and its
associated 8087 arithmetic co-processor. Most
processing and pixel

manipulation

)

-..

,---

algorithms

of the low level
were written by
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the author in assembly language to optimise code generation with
respect to subsequent executiontime.However,various more elabo,
ra te routines, which are usually not required t.o operate on large
data arrays, were

written

in

Pascal through

using

a

Turbo

development environment.The digitized pictures may be stored in
up to 4 different frame stores and can be accessed by the image
processing software

through

a dedicated

electronic interface

card. Each frame stores a digitized picture in the
two

dimensional

form

of

a

array of 256*256 pixels. Every pixel is coded

as a six bit word (i.e. 64 different grey levels being coded).
The physical sensor (ie. the video camera)was equipped by
the author with

auto-iris

control

electronics

along

with a

motorised focus and zoom lens. The lens was attached to

enable

adjustment in a range extending between

15 and 100 cm from the

the plane of the inspected scene.The arrangement was constructed
to allow programmable control of both the zoom

angle

focus via two open loop control channels based

on

and

the

a dedicated

second electronic interface card.In addi"tion to enabling remote
operation of the camera,the motorised· lens offers the potential
to study various multi-resolution based image analysis
ques.

This feature is enhanced

techni-

by the fact that the sensor is

mounted on the tilt axis of an ASEA robot and

can be navigated

and oriented freely within the robot working space.
The

intelligent

manipulator

manipulator, the robot controller and

is built

from

the robot

an additional

front-end

processor for which software is. resident in
computer. The

robot

manipulator

the vision

micro-

itself is of anthropomorphic
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topology with a maximum payload of 6 kg ( see Figure 5.2a). Its
arm

can, revolve

creating

in

a

horizontal plane

around the main axis

the working envelope which is depicted by the hatched

area shown in Figure 5.2b. The sensor fixing arrangement on the
side

of the gripper

makes it possible to position

the sensor

on a radius arm of up to 1.1 m (ie. at maximum extension of the
arm)[ASEA 751.

The robot controller

(model QHNF 230)

was

manufactured

in 1978 and provides limited intelligence compared to the state
of the art of robot controller.

The AS EA teach

pendant can be

used to facilitate the creation of a robot program in the local
memory of the controller. In addition, the controller can

com-

municate with peripheral devices through the use of a customised
protocol runing over
interfaced to an

an

RS 232

RS 232
port

serial
of

enable communication between the
robot

controller.

Pascal

port

was

the vision microcomputer to
front-end processor

Thus communication between

of the vision workstation
(using

port. This

was made possible

and

the

the sub-systems
through providing

programming language as the source language)

a

set of software

routines

along with other processing elements

which

comprise

the front-end processor.

together

Figure 5.3

illustrates the hardware elements of the described vision workstation. While Figure 5.4
of

the

software

elements

shows a block diagram representation
which

are

mainly implemented

the microcomputer part (refer to Figure' 5.1).
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5.3.2

The Vision Processor

The vision processor is a set of routines and associated
ware which process and analyse

hard-

2-D scenes in a modular fashion

as depicted by the notion of a logical sensor.Thereby different
levels

of scene representation

and manufacturing data

can be

exchanged with controlli~g and/or monitoring entities.
A proposed world model for vision composed of six layers
and associated
Figure 4.4).
Transition

data

and command structures

This includes from bottom to top: Raw Data layer,
layer, Outline layer Syntactic layer,

and finally,

the Application Support

Generic

properties

studied

so that

every layer

a single representative form

entities, thereby

Global layer

layer (i.e. the Kernel).

which characterize

the world model. Such representations
external

is suggested (see

should

remote teaching,

have been

can be used

in

be accessible by
programming

and

configuration become possible [AZAR 87].
As previously stated,
particular implementation

the

vision routines represent

of some well established

a

techniques

for analysing 2-D binary or grey level digitization of the scene.
This includes various

techniques

for region forming,

coding and analysis, polygon representation and
of global

f'eatures.

In addition

novel gray

contour

the extraction
level processing

algorithms have been produced based on hierarchical techniques.
The concept of layer has been examined through grouping converting and comparing similar forms of scene representation.
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The software routines which deal directly with the pixel
level, and which consequently

are

repeated ,over

are implemented in assembler level language.
"windows"

The principle

has been applied s~ that different

different subsets of the

available

data

deemed appropriate. The window technique

many times,

resolutions

can be

selected

can have many

of
and
as

appli-

cations including:
• Multi-resolution analysis, which begin with a coarse analysiS
so

that

some

regions

or

key locations can be identified.

Subsequently higher resolution
a restricted or localized

analYSis can be performed . on

region(i.e. the

analysis

initiated from key points in the scene). This
been applied at different processing levels

can

technique

be
has

including conti-

nuous edge forming •
• Guided analYSiS, this corresponds

to

the case when

certain

relationships exist between some parts of the scene.

In this

way the locating of one element can
of the location of other

lead

elements, so that

to

an

estimation

only

localised

regions will be analysed in detail.

The processing

routines can be grouped for the purpose of this

study into four groups (see Appendix A for short description of
individual routine).

1. Low leTel image processing routines.
2. Grey-leTel image processing.

---

3. Direct feature extraction.
4. Hierarchical feature extraction.

The low level image processing routines include many pixel-based
operators
Such

and services which

routines

make use

can be classified

of the window concept.

as low level transformations

within the bottom two layers (ie. Raw Data layer and Transition
layer) or morphologies between

these layers

.and

the

Outline

layer.
The gray-level image processing is of particular interest
in studying

generic problems

related

to

extracting

various

middle level representations of any scene. In particular,
properties of the scene

can be inferred

from having

many

reliable

information depicting the albido function of the scene.
Direct and hierarchical
used

feature extraction methods

to generate different desciptions

the scene in

are

of objects* present in

terms of some attributes whi~h are independent of

the object location or orientation and which usually have values.
related to the

values of

Such descriptions have been

many pixels
limited to

in the

original scene.

two dimensional global

attributes of the inspected scenes.
Finally,

*

the kernel or

the

application support

layer

the term object is ill-defined and does not always map a real
object. Moreover, within the context of hierarchical vision
model the definition of an object is layer-dependent. However,
here, the following definition is retained:
An object is a subset of the scene description at a certain
level defined by a rule-based relationships(eg. connectivity,
inclusion, being within straight line,etc.).
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includes entities for driving the camera zoom lens and focusing
mechanisms and services
structures

for storing and managing

in a local storage unit

various data

or for communicating

such

data structures to the "intelligent manipulator".

5.3.2

The Intelligent Manipulator

As technological advances in both software and

hardware become

available to create cost-effective products for industrial use,
programmable manipulators will offer versatility though

inclu-

ding manageable complexity. Most modern manipulators are equipped with local data storage and management facilities, explicit
textral language programming (and
tools) and

its

associated

programming

optional networking capabilities. Furthermore, more

sophisticated features(eg. the incorporation and utilization of
intelligent sensors and expert systems)are becoming increasingly
commonplace, particulary in prototype research systems.
In its original form, the ASEA robot

controller used in

this study did not possess any of the above mentioned features.
Consequently, in the context of this PhD study, steps had to be
taken to upgrade
operation

the

robot controller to permit

co-ordinated

with the vision sensor or other entities of the FAS.

This situation is very common in practice since

factories

are

still populated with this type of manipulator and justification
for upgrading some of them can exist.
Enhancement of the ASEA controller functionality has been
realized by including software modules

which largely

overcome
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many of the previously mentioned limitations. In

partic~lar

the

limitations of the proprietry ASEA robot,! are summarized in the
following:
i.

The absence of a language or any other high level development tool for programming the AS EA robot rendered the teach
pendant the only

way of creating and modifying robot task

programs. This is an impractical
environment

as remote

situation

entities, which

within

a CIM

can be designated

responsibility for controlling such machines, cannot carry
out their purpose. This

absence

has

devising a textral language programming

been

rectified

facilitiy

by

and an

associated programming environment(i.e. EDIT, DISASSEMBLE,
CHECK ). (refer to Figure 6.9).
ii.

Since the robot p~sition is defined within
in

terms of joint angles, while

the

its controller

sensor, location

is

usually specified with reference to the cell cartesian coordinste system (i.e. a world coordinate frame),facilities
for achieving transformations between the world coordinates
and joint angle values and vice versa have to be integrated
within the front-end processor.
iii. The original ASEA robot commands, which could be initiated
remotely via the serial interface,were essentially limited
to

five commands, which are:

1. status enquiry

2. down load robot program

3. start program

.4. up load

robot

program
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5. incremental movement
With such restricted set of commands,

it is not

possible

to remotely modify the robot program once it is downloaded
to the controller. This problem has been solved by creating
a special mechanism to decompose each

robot

program into

different sub-programs through using the above command set
as a base for creating a more comprehensive set of services.

The approach

adopted

to

solve these problems was

to include

additional software (hereafter, Front-End Processor) within the
vision processor hardware.

This front-end processor utilizes a

standard serial data link running special communication protocol
implemented

to extend the services of the proprietary protocol

provided by the original
could equally

controller. The

have been implemented

but the approach

taken

front-end

within separate

was expedient

and did

functionality of the vision workstation

processor
hardware

not limit

the

in its role as a pilot

scheme.
Thus the robot controller

with its

can be regarded as a seperate entity

front-end processor

capable of being flexibly

integrated in an effective way with other

manufacturing

enti-

ties. The communication mechanis~s for integration was required
inco~porate

a subset which enables intelligent communication

with a sensory

system (eg. vision system). Such a mechanism is

to

mainly responsible for;
• actionsychronisation and
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• the exchange of location information

However, the

vision

processor and the front end processor are both resident

within

the same machine has significantly eased the problem of

inter-

communications

that

and

in

this .

.1'
implementatio~

the

task

fact

reduced

facilities for data transfer

bet~een

it

to problem of providing

peer tasks.

Nevertheless,

the general case will be reviewed in further detail in

Chapter

7 where the question

for the

of

providing

a set

of command

world model is discussed.
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DE S CRI P T I ON
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6.1

V I S ION

F

L.U.T.

W 0 R K S TAT ION

INTRODUCTION

As has previously

been

described,

the prototype

workstation

comprise two sub-systems.Each sub-system includes many sottware
routines

which have been

implemented

assist the reader in understanding

in modular fashion.

the concepts involved

To
only

the features of certain modules will be described in detail

in

this chapter. The main purpose is to outline the measures taken
to realize and integrate individual modules

within each entity

and to examine various issues associated with system integration.
In particular,this chapter is

inten~dto

identify individual

layers of a proposed world model and the characterizing features

.

of each layer so that correspondance between peer representions
.
of the scene can be established. This, in turn will
definition
concepts

of common data structure which can
and

serve

enable the

embody

.various

different potential purposes. Description
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of the architecture implemented and of the main routines of the
vision processor will help to clarify and highlight the features
of the proposed reference model.
Implications

for integrating

other CIM system elements

have been considered directly through studying problems related
to machine level integration(ie.integration with a manipulator).
The need for soft or flexible integration
although
related

the particular implementation
to entities which were

has been important to equip
.with

the

and allows

studies

are primarily

physically tightly coupled. It

every element

required intelligence

development

was of major concern

of

the workstation

which facilitates application

the real-time exchange

of correct and

meaningful data between various entities.

6.2

1]! VISION PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

The vision processor is a separate entity
software

routines

and associated

designed to produce
At each level, it is

hardware

different levels
possible

comprising
which

a set of
have

been

of scene representation.

to perform

certain

operations

upon the scene, or part of it, such as comparision, conversion,
teaching, storage, modification.
In order to identify

the primary features

of the world

model, different image understanding techniques have been assessed and compared. Such techniques include direct scene analysis,
partial

hierarchical

and

fully developed

hierarchical scene
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analysis.Both binary and grey level image based techinques have
been implemented

by writing various algorithms in machine

and

high level languages.
The logical sensor
enabled

the

grouping

concept, descibed

of image processing

routines into various layers wherein

in Chapter 4, has
and interpretation

the various

sentations output from those routines caQ be

scene repre-

regarded as equi-

valent. A common representation of information has been defined
for each level

so that

it is

not: specific

routine and can be utilized in a wide variety
. A more

detailid

description

of

to

a

particular

of applications •

the representations

defined

will be examined in Chapter 7.
The process of implementing and testing basic image processing and understanding techniques
has led

in a hierarchical

manner

to the identification . of various generic features

the proposed

of

world model delineated in Chapter 5. Each proces-

sing layer comprises many modules. These modules provide:

i. Services and data management functions(eg. storage,appendage
of new items,retrieval and deletion of an item from a scene).
ii. Transformations accomplishing(a) conversion between
valent forms of representation, (b) shaping or
the data

and (c), manipulation

dependent.

forming

of the data (eg.

comparision). Generally, such transformations

equiof

·addition,

are

context

iii. Transformation to higher

levels

of

representation (i.e.

morphologies).

Comparison

between direct

a specific

processing technique ·has

and hierarchical implementations of
exposed

the

advantages

of the later in term of flexibility and modularity.
For the purpose of

understanding these routines, and to

highlight the problems involved in the proyotype implementation,
they have been classified in the

following way:

1. Low level image processing routines
2. Grey level image processing
3. Direct feature extraction
4. Hierarchical feature extraction

Figure 6.1 illustrates the various
the study and

the structure

of

routines implemented during
the vision sub-iystem,

Appendix A lists the implemented routin~s

along

with

while
a short

description and the way for calling each one.

6.2.1

The Low Level Image Processing Routines (LLIP)

The low level image processing routines
to

the

two bottom layers (i.e. the

are primarily

Raw Data

and

related

Transition

layers) of the prototype reference model. Their main feature is
the fact

that

they apply

simple operators on

a pixel

level
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!
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I
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I

Average

.

RotateC

Search

Edgd.EdgdAII

Edgt.EdgtAlI.Binr.Enh .BinrAII
Invert

-

Figure 6.1 :Structure of the vision processor of the workstation

I

representation of the scene. Consequently, those

operators are

repeated over many times. The simplicity of these operators can
make it cost-effective for them to be implemented
VLSI circuits to

improve

the

execution

in hardwired

time~

In the current prototype implementation a limited number
of

modules have been written

various purposes.

in

These modules

machine level
can

be

language

classified

for

in

four

groups as follows (see Figure 6.1):
i.

Services for LLIP : This includes

functions

operating

on

the frame store which are used for managing the information
representing the scene and the frame itself. Such
include

deleting

a

frame (ERA, ERAALL), copying

services
a frame

(COPYFRAME,LBUFFER),comparison of two frames(DIFF,DIFFALL),
update,a frame(SNATCHS),etc.
ii. Transformation within

the same layer (i.e. class 1

This can include many operators which
raw data while preserving "most"
Such transformations
images (AVE), creating

modify

SLSs):

slightly the

of the information content.

include filtering,
negative image

addition
(INVERT),

of

two

reducing

the resolution (RDUC). These modules are only examples of a
more extensive list of possible operators

which could have

been implemented.
iii.Transformation between layers
This includes morphologies

1 and 2 (i.e. class 2 SLSs):

on the frame

which remove some

unnecessary information for later processing stages.However,
the output scenes of these transformations are retained
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in

the form of an array structure.The resulting data is called
transition data and hence the name "Transition layer". Such
transformations

include

binarisation

of an image ( BINR,

BINRALL), enhancement(ENH,ENHALL) and binary region forming
(EDGT,EDGTALL).
iv. Transformation to layer 3 (i.e. class 2 LSs):

This

can be

either a direct morphology from layer 1 or an indirect morphology
output

by creating

an intermediate transition data). The

is some outline description

of the scene depicting

various features (eg. edge, contour, stripe of light, equal
distance points). The descriptive form can vary extensively
according to the
devised

algorithm

used.

However, rules

can

be

to facilitate conversion between different descri-

ptions. Such

is

the case

of

contour following (FELOWS ) and

outlining regions (ETRACE),
the process of " Run code"

generation (EDGD, EDGDALL)(NB. co-ordinates of points where
transition from black to white or from white to black occur).

Most of LLIP routines can optiona1y be executed on only a subset
of the framestore data

defined

by the "window" data structure

(an example of a window is shown in figure 6.2).
the

"window" facility

subsets

of

the

Through using

different resolutions and/or

available

data

can be

selected

different
as

deemed

appropriate. A routine which provided with this facility can be
called with the suffix 'ALL' attached to the root name
the presence
the

of the

window can be ignored. In

calling mechanism does not involve

such

the passing

so that
a

case,

of window
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Figure 6.2:Mapping of a window within a frame store and Freeman chain code

values to the called routine and all data contained
store will be

in.a frame

accessed. However,when called without the suffix

'ALL' it operates only on selected pixe1s
an image frame store. The resolution of

within the window in
the window defines the

vertical and horizontal steps used in selecting pixe1s. Some of
the benifits of having multi-resolution

have been mentioned in

Chapter 5.However,within the concept of hierarchical processing
this

parameter can be

is an important

assigned by the higher layers, since it

factor in determining the precision with which

measurements are carried out.

6.2.2

Grey-level Based Image Processing (GLIP)

Grey-level image analysis is increasingly used in machine vision
to solve

complex

vision problems

encountered

in

industrial

application areas. In contrast to binary-level image processing
(BLIP) ,which uses only one bit to represent a pixe1, GLIP use a
several bits(eg, 6,8,10) allowing multiple image intensities to
be coded and processed. The variety

of the methods

not facilitate a simple classification.
methods
outlining

end up
edges

with a

description

(layer 3)

However,

of the scene

or in terms

of

some

used
most

does
of the

in term

of

discriptive

features( layer 4). Two important approaches are widely used:
i.

grouping

similar and ajacent pixe1s in

to some similarity

regions, according

measure (eg. intensity, gradient, local

statistical properties, etc), then analysing and extracting
features of these regions.

A common

technique

is the use
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of recursive splitting and merging of regions.
ii. enhancing the scene by the use of either

a linear operator

(eg. high pass 2-D filter)or a non-linear one(eg.laplacian),
then thinning the

edges (i.e. reducing

to a single

pixel

width) of the resulting frame, followed by connecting or by
fitting of loosely connected pixels to form one solid edge.

One routine of significant importance within the GLIP
.

the

group is

~

routine.FELOWS which combines accuracy with fast execution

time. The principle used

is a novel edge-based

technique

can be compared to the approach described in (ii).
utilizes effectively the hierarchical

structure

and

However, it
and

"window"

ideas to rapidly produce a description of connected edges.

6.2.2.1

The prime

Description of the routine FELOWS

idea of FELOWS is to select a small

out of the large array
searching

of data,

as

set

of points,

potential points to start

and following edge locations.

The code representing

the edge direction(eg. Freeman code:see Figure 6.2) is recorded
in a stack as a new pixel

is added to the edge.

The search is

carried out only on three pixels which are adjacent to the last
pixel added to the edge, according
the edge (see Figure 6.3).

to the actual direction

of

The criterion used to determine the

next edge location,is based on the maxium value of the absolute
directional gradient

among

the three

condidate

pOints.

The
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Figure 6.3:Search strategy for edge following by the routine FELOWS
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I
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1)

*
*

Select Control Parameters

moxlmulTL.Jlumber_oLcondldotes (n)
mlnlmulTLgrodlent
mlnlmulTLcholnJength

Search condidate points for start of
edge tracking
Enhancement
Histogram
Select highest (n) points

*

For each condidate point do
0

Find the tracking direction at the
begining of each have chain
(clockwise and anti-clockwise)

0

repeat until gradient is less than
minimul'TLgradient

-

--

store the current direction
move to the next p01nt
delete the unwanted waitIng condldates
(close to the current point)
find next direction
check the value of the gradIent with
mlnlmulTLgrodlent

0

merge the two halves chain

o

check the chain size with the
minimul'TLchairLsize

Figure 6.4: The edge tracking algorithm used by FELOWS.
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gradient operator

used

was the simple differentiation

image function in two opposite directions (although
elaborate functions could be used). The search stops
value

of the maximum gradian

of the

other more
when

the

is less than a certain threshold

value(this can be realized by a SLS through measuring the value
of

some

global function of scene). Figure 6.4 illustrates the

flow of the algorithm.

The starting points for the search are selected to be the
highly enhanced point by applying the enhancement routine (ENH)
using a coarse resolution.

Such an algorithm

requires that at

least one point of a potential edge is selected out. The number
of points

and

the resolution used

by the enhancement routine

can be related to a performance measurement. In addition, it is
possible to store

the values

of the gradient

thus enabling smoothing of the edge

along the edge,

and higher layer functions

to be executed in an optimal manner. A local confidence measure
can be used to deal with the case

of

branching edges but this

has not been considered in the current implementation of FELOWS.

6.2.3

Direct Feature Extraction (DFE)

Direct feature extraction methods are aimed at achieving vision
analysis and understanding

by processing visual information in

one single algorithm, thereby

avoiding

the natural "flow " of

data which facilitates many image understanding techniques.
A routine (FASTAC)

has been devised

to extract

global
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features from a binary image of the scene.The principle of this
routine

is similar

frequently

used

to many run code

to measure

certain

based routines which are
features

of the

object

silhouette. However,FASTAC offers novel properties by computing
many global features (including

the perimeter of a silhouette)

using only one single access to the frame store par pixel.

FASTAC

processes

two vectors (namely TABLE and COUNT )

representing the run code and calculates the area, the location
of the center,the perimeter,the number of holes,the orientation
and different shape factors
The method
segment
white
This

is based

of every object

on calculating

represented by

successive

lines

only the transition

is executed
of

these features

two successive changes (from

or vice versa) using
calculation

within the scene.
for every
black to

co-ordinates.

in raster fashion

through

the

the image ( Figure 6.5· illustrates

the

technique and shows the way in which segments of the same object
are connected and the method of detecting holes in an object).

The fact that all the operations used for computing these
features are linear

*

makes

segments. The connectivity

summation possible

over

connected

can be established by reffering the

segment to the previous line.

Figure 6.6 shows the flow of the

algorithm of FASTAC.

*

the value of a linear feature (r ) over
calculated by adding the values of rover
subsets Al and A2 of AI
r(A)
r(Al) +
A = Al + A2

==

=

a set rA) can be.
two complemetary

r(A2)
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(0,0)
Values stacked
In TABLE

1.,20

Number of
transition.

2

Transi tion Code:

2

nnk b1 to b2

6,10,H,20

creating branch In b

6,10,1.,18

none

6,20
1._ •• __ •• _____,__ •• __ •• ____ ., __ •• __ •• ____ • ____________________ .J

creating body 1

creating body 2

6,10,12,18

6,20

ActIon by
f"ASTAC

2

Identifying a
hole In b2

'-------------~-

window

TABLE = [14,20,6,10,12,18,6,20,6,10,14,20,6,10,14,18,6,20]
COUNT = [2,4,2,4,4,2]
Figure 6,5: Example of the transition code generated by the module EDGD and the
action taken by the module FASTAC at each line.

This novel algorithm offers several advantages:
i.

The fact that the calculation

method is optimized

so that

only one access to the frame store per pixel is required to
compute all global features makes it very fast and suitable
for low-cost systems.
ii. The line by line method of processing permits a simple realtime implementation.
iii.Using segment-based calculation (as opposed to pixel based)
makes the calculation more accurate (eg. there are no inner
contraction or outer expansion). This situation is particularly evident when the value representing the perimeter
a'region is compared with

of

its measurement based on an edge

coding techniques (Figure 6.7 illustrate this last point by
showing the values of

the

perimeter

of an object in

two

different snaps, computed by the two methods. Note that the
values computed by FASTAC

are consistant

and approach the

theoretical value).

In many applications, the global features
by

a

particular

ch~racterize

system

do not

match

a set of inspected objects.

additional features need

which are calculated
those features

which

Consequently,

often

to be computed to adapt the technique

to particular cases. In some cases,such additional features can
be computed in a simple way and without major overhead. In other
cases, major modifications have to be introduced to the initial
algorithm(eg. the case of adding the measured size and location
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/
•

If a not assigned segment Is not touching any
segment from the previous line then It Is the
first segment of ci new object(attrlbute Inlt.)

•

If a not assigned segment touches a segment
. from the prlvious line then assign the same
object Identifier to It and add the value of its
attributes to their accumilated values

•

If an assigned segment Is touching the same
object then Increment the number of holes

•

If an assigned segment touches a segment
from the previous line belonging to a different
object then add the values of corresponding
attributes and update the assignment table

\.

Figure 6.6: The Scene-analysis algorithm of FasTac
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of the holes in the objects). Moreover, many

of these features

involve

values

non-linear

functions

and/or

have

which are

orientation dependent so that a particular raster direction has
has to be used. However, the FASTAC algorithm
direct

can

be used

to

other routines to

( i)

analyse a particular area ,

(ii)

use a certain orientation or

(iii)

operate in an integrated

fashion

with

other

routines

provided that correspondence between the object representations used

is

established (eg. through

matching the

location of the center of those objects).

Although the FASTAC algorithm
method

of overcomming specific

was devised

to provide

a novel

vision processing problems, it

typifies direct scene analysis methods.Their customised approach
makes

them very

flexibility

and

useful
ability

in certain

cases

but offers limited

to make adjustments

in the

face of

changing circumstances.

6.2.4

Hierarchical Features Extraction

Hierarchical vision methods are commonly used in practice. Many
algorithms

can be simplified by decomposing the problem into a

set of generic problems, through introducing intermediate forms
of scene representation.However,there is often conflict between
"the ~earch for a generic representation
to any scene context"

and

which

can be applied

"solving particular problems

using
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specific methods".

So far,

three commonly

used

intermediate

forms have been identified. Each can represent completely
ferent

concepts

and

consequently, can be

used

for

dif-

generic

purposes. Those forms are summarised in the following:

i.

Outlines: Outlines can represent a region (ie closed loop)
or an edge (i.e. open contour) or

network

of edges (i.e.

branched edges). In this way, the outline of the scene can
describe any type of sudden

changes within the scene. The

outline is a precise description
terms

of pixel

of the discontinuity

in

locations (note: commonly Freeman code is

used). However, in many cases it is useful

to qualify the

outline by specifying
1. a measure of confidence representing the clarity of the
outline,
2. the regions

which border it (i.e. may

more

than

two

regions be present?,in such cases a branching point may
be introduced) and,
3. a vector describing individual pixels of the outline(eg.
value of the edge, gradian, confidence value).

ii.

Syntactic: The syntactic representation is based on defining a relationship between
The connectivity type

points of particular interest.

between each pair of points and the

type of these points is always used
describing

to build a "sentence"

individual objects within the scene.

common and satisfying method

The most

used to express this connec-
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tivity

is

based

on

arcs

and· straight-line

segments.

Generally, the criteria used for choosing these points are
context

dependent (eg. sharp changes in

the outline, presence

of blots).

the direction of

Therefore, an attribute

value has to be assigned to describe each point,in addition
to a confidence value. The connectivity between points can
be subject to uncertainty (eg
value

within

confidence

the

measure

outline

related

to the

confidence

description itself) hence,

is required

to be

attached

a

to each

connection.

iii. Global object description:

The global

describtion

of an

object (ie. sub-set of the scene)is a description in terms
of attributes
data over most

which are related. to the value of
pixels which

are defining

question. The list of the possible

the raw

the object

attributes can be very

extensive. This includes linear attributes (eg. area,
ferent surface moments, Euler number,etc)
attributes ( orientation, maximum

in

and

dif~

non-linear

span ,perimeter, etc.).

Although any set of these attributes is sometimes referred
to as the

intrinsic representation (because under certain

conditions it characterizes a set of objects) none of them
can be considered
tulate

that

to be truely generic.

the syntactic

layer) can be used

H~wever,

we pos-

representation ( of the lower

to generate

any global representation

within a certain "accuracy".
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Many

routines

have been

included

to acomplish

the required

functionality of the hierarchical layers of the prototype workstation. Some

to accomplish

management functions ( ego STORE,

FETCH, append an item ) others

are

used

to

convert

between

different representations within the same layer(eg. CONVC: from
run code to chain code,CONVT: from chain code to run code), to
combine two

or more

representations

scene representations

Conversion

Syntactic layer
implemented
(POLYGON)

a chain code and FILT:

between

can be realized

method
then

a new

at the same or higher layers and to manipulate

this data (ROTATEC: rotates
chain code).

in creating

is

through

classifying

others can be realized

the

Outline layer

smoothes a
and

the

using different methods.

One

generating

each group

a polygonal

form

of segments (ArcSeg),

by generating a curvature measure in an

intermediate form (see Figure 6.8).

6.3

THE FRONT-END PROCESSOR (FEP)

The main facilities which have been incorporated within the FEP
are illustrated by Figure 6.9 and listed below:

1. Robot programing language
2. Robot programming environment
3. Co-ordinate transformation facility
4. Program modification tool
5. Communication protocol
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6.3.1

£i

Description

the Robot Programming Language

A programming language

has been devised

to enable

off-line programming methods. Although the creation

the use of_
of a robot

programming language was necessary to advance this study,it was
limited

to the context

of integrating

the

robot manipulator

with the vision system.
The language

which has been created

environment help the application's
and verify task programs in an

and its associated

builder to

create,

interactive way

modify

through

using

the facilities provided by the workstation.The language created
for this purpose was
ramming language

a low level explicit robot oriented prog-

which

bears a close resemblance to the final

code.The language contains 16 instructions of differing lengths,
each

instruction

having

a mnemonic operation code along with

from zero

up to seven

qualifying parameters.

mnemonics

are of four alphabetic character length (these being

ASCII coded) which imply

All instruction

the functionality of the instruction.

Figure 6.10 lists the instruction set created along with
its associated formats and concise explanation
of each instruction.
which are used

This figure shows that

to control

the robot

of the function
all instructions,

axes movement,

use five

fields to define the robot position. The first three components
establish the co-ordinate position of the wrist axes (according
to the robot co-ordinate system; refer to Figure 6.13)
last two are

the pitch

and the roll

angles

and the

of the wrist
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in

Instruction Mnemonic

Arguments

Comments

PTPF

x, y, z, pitch, roll, Ispeed

fast paInt to poInt move

PTPC

x, y, z, pitch, roll, Ispeed

coarse poInt to poInt move

PTPL

x, y, z, pitch, roll, Ispeed, Itlme ftnear poInt to poInt move

GRIP

Ideloy, state1, state2

gripper control

OUTN

loutput

turn on an output

OUTF

loutput

turn off an output

TJMP

Input

Jump If Input Is on

'MET

Input

waIt tul Input 1. on

TOUT

Input

Interupt 11 Input I. on

WAIT

Idelay

waIt Idelay (In

0.' s)

ENDR

end of sequence

ENDP

end of program

JUMP

Instructlon....nurnber

Jump to InstructIon

REPT

Inumber_of..Joops

start of a Hquence

MODE

Jump to subroutine

PArr

entry poInt to the subroutIne

Note : All arguments which start by the leUe 'I' are
integers, otherwise they are reals with the
exception· of 'state 1' and 'state2' which belong
to the set ['off' ,'on'].

Figure 6.10 : Ust of the created assembly instructions for the
ASEA robot.
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degrees.
The simplicity of the language has faciltated the implementation task using conventional programming language(Pascal).
Despite itssimplisity, the language has proven very useful for
developing complex applications.An early version implementation
omitted

the use of variable references, later

implementations

were enhanced by adding a utility (i.e. MODIPRO described later
in this

chapter) which permits

specifying

6.3.2

modification of the parameters

robot locations within particular instructions.

Robot Programming Environment

Alongside

the programming language, software

tools

have been

included within the FEP to build a development environment conducive to robot task programming.These tools are listed below.

EDIT:

This is a line by line text editor and
enables the user to

i~terpreter

insert, delete, modifiy

which

and copy a

program instruction line.Each instruction line is headed
by a line number followed by an instruction mnemonic and
qualifying parameters as defined above.Any newli created
valid

instruction line

is

immediately

tra~sl~ted

to

robot program format then stored in a workspace area.
The interpretation process includes checking the type
and the range ( ego location within the robot workspace)
of the input values

and

the

transformation

of

robot
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positions

from

robot

world

co-ordinates to the joint

co-ordinate frame of the robot through use of the routine
TRANS (note : this routine

is described later

in

this

chapter).
CHECKS: This routine can be used
parsing of the whole
for

renumbering

program

optionally to conduct a final

program. It includes functionality

line

instructions, adding

an end

of

instruction (ENDP),when it is required, and the

verification of the presence of labeled instructions and
of the end of subroutine instruction (ENDR). Every modification to the program by the CHECKS routine is carried
out on

both the textual form and on the executable code

of the program.
DEASSEMBLE: This

facility

translates

robot program code to a

textual form in the format of the programming
This makes robot
downloading

interactive

programming

language.

possible

by

and uploading the programs during the deve-

lopmental stage.
Program handling: This includes several routines for storing in,
and deleting and loading from,a local storage unit(note:
a link with a higher level database management system is
possible). Programs can be stored on disk, either in the
form of a text file (ROBPROGn.TXT) or a data file in the
case of

executable

program

code ( ROBPROGn.DAT ). The

current implemetation permits program handling for to up
10 different

programs

at a time (this limitation being
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imposed by the memory constraints of the microcomputer ).

Such software tools provided some of the required functionality
of

bespoke

attention

"state of the art"
has been given

manipulator

to creating

environment for sensory elements
interchange with

a suitable

Special

integration

to enable external-state data

the manipulator.

not be considered to

systems.

Nontheless, the

be representative

of

FEP should

"state of the art"

robot controllers.

6.3.3

Co-ordinate Transformation Facility

Axis transformation
senting

is a practical tool in robotics for repre-

object positions

within different "reference frames".

The mathematical tool commonly used for this purpose
a 4 co-ordinate extention

of

the cartisian system

is

called the

"homogeneous co-ordinate"[PAUL 8ll.The reason for adopting such
notation is to use

only one operator (matrix multiplication)to

represent all basic mechanical movements (rotation,displacement,
scaling). Associated with this representation is a hierarchical
model relating objects

to each other. Such a hierarchy enables

the location of an object relative to any other reference frame
by making

successive

transformation

through

the

hierarchal

nodes.
To each object a

4 by 4

matrix

is attached

and

used

to achieve co-ordinate transformation from its direct reference
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frame to its above (i.e.the father) reference

co~ordinate

(see Figure 6.11). This matrix can always separate

frame

into a pure

displacement matrix and a pure rotational matrix.
For a navigating vision system, the vision entity has to
determine

its proper" reference frame"(T ,)
by obtaining the
c
transformation matrix of the inspected object(Tb)and the sensor

realtive location

within

this

frame (C'O~)(see Figure 6.12).

This information can then be communicated to the manipulater to
move the robot to the desired position. If the yaw angle can not
match

with the required value a parallex calculation has to be

introduced. The roll angle ( as the camera of the prototype arrangement cannot roll or yawl will be used either to correct or
to measure the orientation-dependent

attributes

according

to

pre-defined reference frame (eg. the nanipulator frame).
The required
using

manipulator

joint

angles

the routine (TRANS) which, knowing

t~e

are calculated
sens6r

position

(C'O) and orientation(A ,), can determine the angular values of
c
the first four axes ( the fifth not being related to the camera
position for the specific mechanical arrangement created; refer
back to Figure 5.2) using the method illustrated by Figure 6.13.
After determining the joint angle values for positionning
the sensor at the required position, the angle values

are con-

verted to the values of their corresponding axis servo position
(measured

by

a resolver

structured in the form

in this case) and

of a robot program

subsequently

are

[EDIT,MODIPRO]

and

communicated to the robot controller. Figure 6.14 summerizes the
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f-1

XI

In a homogeneous co-ordinate the location
within the fother frame can be calculated
by multiplying the co-ordinate vector within

Zr

the lion frame by the transformation matrix
father frame

~-1

~

~-

~

-\ °lx
~ '\ ~
•
9z. ~z qz

1

0

0

¥y-

where

N , a,A are

orthonormal vectors

~

.,.

C?x

0

1

and ~ ~-1= 9x'1 +

9y·l

~

1

~

[6.1]

~

+ 9z:~

A Yaw,Pltch and Roll rotation of the "son" frame can be used to make It parallel to
the "father " frame.
Let ca, sa, cp, sp, cr and sr cosln and sin the angles of Yaw(a), Pitch (p) and Roll
(r) respectively, then

¥-1
Y-1

'-1
1

..

cr.cp

cr.sp.sa-sr.ca

cr.sp.ca+sr.sa

ttc·

sr.cp

sr.sp.sa-cr.ca

sr.sp.ca-cr.sa

9y •

YI

-sp

cp.sa

cp.ca

0

tz

~

0

0

0

1

1

[6.2]

by matching· equations [6.1],[6.2] the angles (a),{p) and er) can be calculated

Figure 6.11: Hierarchical position calculation using
Homogeneous Go-ordinate Transformation
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sen or
R+a4
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N
x

y

Ny

Yoq,
My Ly Yoq,

Z

c·o

Nz

Mz

L

loq,

R+
a4

1

0

0

0

1

1

c·o

~
0
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robot reference

Mx

~"

Lx

z

"'.

... -a

Inspected object

Tq,

C'O
with:

~ Nil

'"

1 '" 1I tll...

11 M

1

C'O
b

and

whereasTOb Is the transfer matrix of the Inspected object (to robor frame)
Hence:

~'O
Y
the sensor transfer matrix to robot frame

1:

OC'

c'o

'"

z

C'o

ToC '

.. Rot. A

o

o

o

1

This matrix can be decomposed to a pure rotation Rot (the first three colons)
and pure translation A (last colon). The Rot matrix can be used

to calculate

the bevel (r) , the pitch (p) and the yaw (a) angles of the sensor as In Figure
6.11 (after correction), while A Is used to calculate the Joint angles of the
robot arm as In Figure 6.13.

Figure 6.12: Calculation of the sensor bevel,pltch and yaw angles
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The transformation matrix of the third
axis can be calculated by decomposing
It to sec cession of transformation
between the natural frame of individual
axes
r\~ior--

A=A

x1,x2

1

where
-sin~)

cos(6)

A ...
1

0

0
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cos(6)

0

0

0

0
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0,
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cos(6) ·0 -sIn (e)

o

A ..
2

1

sln(e) 0

J

0

A.A

o

o

o

3

0

o

cos(6) 0

o

1

and

A

3

I

cos("')

o

-sln(",)

0

knowing that:

0

1

0

0

Ir ~.J

sln("') 0 cos (01.)

L0
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0
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d

r

I 6'0

zl
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A

a3

*

0'0/

I

j
1 i

L

a21

j

0

1

J

c'a
values of '6

,Ol.

and El can be found using a simple arethmatlcs

Figure 6.13: Calculation of the joint angle co-ordinate of the
robot arm
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sequence of actions taken by the routine TRANS.
The routine (INVTRANS) realizes the inverse
TRANS.

It calculates

function of

the sensor transformation

matrix (T ,),
c
for a particular joint angle values, thereby making it possible
to program the sensor location directly by explicitly referring
to the inspected object frame.

6.3.4

Robot Program Modification

One drawback

of the proprietary

ASEA robot

controller, which

impedes its f1exibi1ity,is the fact that the remote programming
unit cannot

be used to modify

transmitted

to the controller.

protocol allows the down1oading

the robot program once
The proprietary

its has

communication

of a remotely located

program

through the serial link but provides no means for direct access
to

the

individual

instructions.

In particular, there is

arrangement available for modifying the

no

definition of a parti-

cu1ar location point in the resident program and hence, special
measures are needed to ensure run time correction

of the robot

trajectory.
Such a situation is very frequent in many target
ria1 application areas and it occun because

indust-

the exact location

of certain points are not known during the stage of task development.ln practice,this situation

arises for two

mairi reasons,

viz :
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*
*

*
*
*

Receive Transformation Matrix(lb) of
the inspected object from supervisor

Retrieve inspected location and the
sensor distance from the scene(C"Q, ,R)

Computing the wrist origin(C') as in
Figure 6.12
Computing the value of joint 1, 2
and 3 (alpha,theta,phi) os in
Figure 6.13
Computing the pitch angle(p) of axis 4,
the yaw angle(a) of parallax and the
roll angle(r) of scaling as in Figure 6.12

*
*

Computing the encoder value of axis
1.2.3.4 of the robot
Modification of the related instruction
of the robot task program

Figure 6.14:Calculation of the robot Joint axis co-ordinate from
the location of the inspected object (C" ,e" ) and the
inspection distance(R)
.x y
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• certain locations can vary from

one cycle

to another in

unpredictable manner according to certain events
selves can be often defined by the state of
(including manual operators) during

an

which them-

a remote

entity

execution time,and

the uncertainty in predicting accurately the location of some
objects or trajectory points, necessitates the use of sensing
devices(eg. vision system, laser range) which

can enable the

accurate real-time feed back of information.

This study has been mainly involved in the utilization of vision
sensing

in

accurate

the

context

locations

object to other

of providing

and

orientation

information
concerning

concerning

the inspected

manufacturing entities in the factory hierarchy

(ie. manipulator controller).
Here,we can point to a specific function of the Application

Layer

in the vision

responsible of updating
co-ordinates

so that

reference model

is that

the information concerning
the exchanged information

of

the camera

are correctly

defined at any time. In the prototype workstation, the
tion provided

by

the lower layers _Is" converted

correctly before that

'-It

:.Is" communicated

to

being

informa~

and formated
the front-cnd

processor (see Figure 6.16).
Two approachs

have been envisaged

to enable

run

time

modification of robot program instructions, namely by:

i.

Changing the resident program. This can achieved by ensuring
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that

any

instruction

which is

likely

to be modified is

preceded by signaling an external flag (eg.

binary output)

and a wait instruction. By testing the corresponding signal,
the FEP

downloads

a modified

copy

executed and initiates execution

of the program

being

at the instruction

which

follows the wait instruction, and
ii. Decomposing the program

into

a sequence

of

sub-programs

(i.e. sub-tasks) so that each sub-program is governed by the
following rules:
1. only robot locations which are known, or

become known by

the end of a vision task, can be used in a particular task
and
2. the instructions
enable~

updating

are grouped so that

a mechanism

of the next sub-task

can be

which

initiated

(eg. acquisition of a new image).
The first of these rules ensures
all available

information

rapid

without

and correct use

imposing

of

an additional

communication burden on .the robot cbntrbller. When all location

points

of the forthcoming

task

are

updated and the

current task is terminated, the new location information, can
be downloaded as an integral part of the

task program (i.e.

within the sequence of sub-programs).The second rule implies
that

termination of a

task results in the generation of an

event which is used to ensure correct

syn~hronization

different entities (i.e. that the camera

between

is well positioned

at the moment of snatching a new image).
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Approach (ii)

has been chosen

to achieve program modification

and was implemented effectively in
components.

In

these

position, of various

application
Ies

communicated to the FEP
mation, to correct

the assembly
senario

is checked

of electronic

the type

and the

by the vision entity and

so that subsequent use

of this infor-

the necessary instructions

within

a robot

sub-task program. can be enabled

Figure 6.15 illustrates a typical example
program decomposition.

of robot task

Here the task programme is divided into

two sub-tasks. It also shows the corresponding control sequence
generated by the front-end processor
used in this illustration

(note

that the mnemonics

are not the the ones used when robot

programming

but have been prefered

Figure 6.16

illustrates

to simplify presentation).

the corresponding parallel activities

occurring at the sub-systems of the vision workstation and shows
how the different tasks are synchronised.

The solution

mented proved

for

scenario

to operate

studied

and could

programmable control
enables

satisfactorily

the automatic

have

of machines.

all application.

wider implications
However,

decomposition

according to the stated rules

imple-

of

a facility

robot task

can be devised

in

the
which

programs

so that the sub-

task programs are generated in a transparent way to the user.
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Robot program of Task 1

Robot program of task 2

ho
10
20
30

Move to p1
Move to p2
End

120
(snap location) 30
~40

i

Iso

160
I
i •••
i
;

\

Move to p3 (above component)
Releo!!1 the Gripper
:
Move to p4(slow insertion)
.
Grip
Move to p3
Move to pS
End

L. ................................................•_....... _._ ..... ...L..........•... _.....•. _ .•....... _............................ ...:

Front-End processor control sequence

!

Download Task:
Stort
Task :
Receive symaphor(end task1)
Send sensor frame
Request new !ocotion(from vision)
Modify
Task 2
Download
Task 2
Start
Task 2
Receive symaphor(end task2)

i

.

j

\

I
I

i

I
i

~-......----.--....... _-_ ... _---_._j

Figure 6.15 Example shows instructions of various tasks in a robot
controlled vision application
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Robot Task

Main Task

Vision Task

fl---oownload program 1
to robot

!

I

1"

Start execution of
program 1 & vision task
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L ..__._.___.....___. ___
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i Send symcphor at the
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i
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I
I
(waiting new location of 'i

1

idle

:
I

1

~,<signaling a snap. :~c.~.tion~..J·. ····-/t/L---.t'_'''_''''_''''_'''~~'~T~~~~~r ).J
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r-..··--···L .... -...... ;
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I

Download program
I
to robot(case 1)
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;I Snap new image!.

!
j
,

j

'~

Start execution of
program 2 (case 1)

L""'
i

T .......... _J

L_._. _.____
.
__
.
.
_
.
J
..J

r. ·- . -·----.. .--.. . _·-· · . 1 r. ·. . . .
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r ..-~ .. ·····t:·-·--.....·l
,
I
i

:_xecutlon of I '
Idle (case 2) i
I
L_.. ____ ..] c::.;ot'------~
program 2
- - - '--. ~:=:'=:=:J'''''

L__.______

'..

···I..-·

-----1
.

! !mage analys!s

:

!,

i

J ~!~:::o;:~;~~ ~~grom'l L::-~~=:J----"
!sta~~~cutio~~~~..:~~ 3

-:

r-----I::::===::;-------.......J
-,.,. I
I Execution of

!

prog~am
2
(case 2)

L---

Case 1: Navigating vision
Case 2: Robot controlled vision

Figure 6.16:Synchronization between actions of different entities
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6.3.5

The Communication Protocol

The AS EA protocol is a serial point to point protocol, based on
an RS232 data link.

Communication

has been estabished between

the robot controller and the FEP by specifying and implementing
additional

communication protocol. The

robot

controller

can

receive a message from a master controller at any time.However,
it can 6n1y

initiate a transmission when either

(i) certain error conditions accur

or

(ii) when the execution of a task program is complete.

The single tasking nature of the ASEA controller results in the
need to cease robot task program execution during execution
communication tasks (i.e. transmission

of

of blocks of data)

and

resumes only at the end of transmission. This situation although
specific

to the ASEA

is also commonplace for most contemprary

types of robot and computer controlled machine eg. NC machines,
PLCs). Thus the front-end· processor can act. as master controller
for the robot.
Facilities
including
seven ASEA

the

were implemented

to achieve this purpose by

routine ( REQUEST) which

enables

any

communication functions to be requested.

robot controller

acknowledges

a

request

generated

of

the

When

the

by

this

routine,it starts execution of the chosen function. Subsequently
the robot controller transmits an

acknowledgment corresponding

to the selected function. In the prototype

vision

workstation
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the communication functions which can be selected by the FEP are:

1. start execution of a resident robot program at a

particular

instruction number,
2. download to the controller a new program,
3. request status information concerning current mode, internal
flags, external ports,robot position ,etc.
4. read a robot program from the controller (i.e. upload

robot

program) and store it in a workspace,and
5. three

functions

which

allow

the individual

robot

joint

angles to be incremented in small steps without modifing the
robot task program.

These basic functions can facilitate
and can be

basic

remote

operation,

utilize in different ways to generate more

complex

services. As an example, the routine CONMOVE was implemented to
enable movement of
keyboard of the

the

vision

robot

by

pressing soft

station. This routine

to teach and store new location

points

keys

at the

can be utilized

by moving the robot to

the desired position. Another example is the MOVE routine which
was written to enable positioning of the

robot

at any

random

location within its workplace. Unlike CONMOVE, the MOVE routine
is acheived

by downloading and executing a special robot task,

this causes an existing program to be erased from the controller
memory unless special measures are taken.
The routine (RESANSR) of the FEP receives the robot controller messages and calls different modules

to build and parse
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different information types

transmitted

accross the datalink.

This information can be used locally by the FEP

or transmitted

to other entities for subsequent use (as ego the vision system).

6.4

CALIBRATION PROCEDURES

Calibration procedures are necessary to establish the integrity
of many parameters used implicitly
model

representation

of

oi explicitly

the physical

entities.

by the world
Som~

of the

parameters are related to charactristics of the hardware itself
so that

they are

hardware.

essentially fixed for a. particular choice of

The associated procedures

are

either

executed

to

assign values to these parameters or to verify existing values.
Other parameters

are considered

to be

"soft paramete~s»

they are related to changes within the configuration
the type of

as

or within

scene.

Examples

of soft parameters

distance of the scene

are those

related

or illumination conditions.

the flexibility of vision systems,

to the

To increase

in particular, and

of

any

intelligent sensor in genera1,significant benefit can occure by
replacing the traditional manual assignment of soft parameters,
when commisionning

new

applications,

by including

automatic

calibration procedures which be activated by external commands.
In Appendix B,some of

the calibration procedures which

were implemented for the experimental works tat ion are described.
This includes calibration

of the zoom and

focus functions
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of

the

optical system

and position

and orientation

of the

CCD

sensor. An additional procedure was necessary to facilitate the
calibration and testing of the axis transformation methods devised for the intelligent manipulator sub-system. This
is

examined

separately

in

Appendix B

as

it is

procedure
associated

primarily with the manipulator entity. The fact that the vision
system is use for testing the accuracy of the

axis transforma-

tion necessitates calibrating the sensor in advance of executing
the test procedure.
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C H APT E R

W0 R L D

THE

AND

7.1

VII

D A T A

MOD E L

C 0 M M AND

SET

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is concerned

with

the

command and data structures for
vision systems.

description

a conceptual

of

world model

Many of the concepts introduced

how

data formats can be

descriptions so that different

designed

environment

can be defined and initiated
The

combined

command

and

illustrating requirements

shows

management and control functions
in an
data

integrated vision machine.
set proposals

are aimed

(rather than to specify fully) of

reference "world model" and to identify the benefits
common and neutral

scene

and utilization

becomes possible. The complementary command set proposed
how within a CIM

on

to illu-

to represent

interpretation

for

are based

the ideas described in Chapter 6. The main purpose is
strate

proposed

data structures

at
a

of having

for a vision sensing model

in enabling flexible integration. By implementing such a model,
vision machines can be regarded as a "virtual entities"

where
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certain manufacturing functions are executed.
specific implementation

details can be

In this way, the

hidden

from the user.

Before highliting the main features of the proposed data structures, it is important to illustrate the fundamental mechanisms
related to implementing the concepts derived.

7.2

- --

INTERPRETATION OF THE WORLD MODEL

So far, this thesis
chical

processing

has outlined
techniques

the benefit of using hierar-

and

the

need for

multi-level

representations of a scene. Unfortunately, in general proprietary
vision machines

have not

been designed so that they can effi-

ciently interact with other manufacturing entities and currently their

is no

common approach

for managing

the

variety of

heterogeneous scene representations.Thus,here we investigate the
derivation of a standard approach, through referencing a common
" world model"

fOr vision system~, which provides the mechanism

for fully utilizing any vision entity without building a special
and rigid interface for each instance of peer communicating. To
ensure that the "world
implement various

model" can

be referenced, and

logical schema, it has

to

be

used to

generic

and

context free •
The "world model"

should reflect the possible hierarchical

structure of any vision machine with respect to the

mechanisms

and its uses hence it should include:

i

a common

and neutral set of hierarchical

data

structures
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which can be used

to represent the various

levels of abs-

traction which can be associated with a visual scene and
ii

a common and neutral command set,which can be used to invoke
and manage various vision activities at each of these levels
of abstraction.

The data structures adopted to represent

such data and command

sets should be neutral in the sense that they are im~lementation
independent

but can be

mapped onto

various

internal

vision

models and adapted to different contexts. As previously described, the mapping of a particular

neutral

data

structure onto

the layers of the "internal model"

of a particular machine

accomplished by the vision kernel.

This mapping function

is
will

determine the specific way in which the neutral data structures
are utilized in a given vision machine (i.e. the

mapping

will

determine the physical interpretation of a scene representation
and the invocation of actions

in response

to

the

associated

commands).
It is

important

layers used in
will
of

here to point out that the

the "internal model"

not be important, as long as
this machine

can be

of

number

a particular

the operational

fully

utilized

by remote

Consequently, in general, there

will not

exist

correspondence between the internal processing

of

machine

flexibilty
entities.

a one to
layers

one

and the

"world model". Thus, certain scene representation levels of the
"world model" may not be implemented in a particular system (as
it is illustrated in Figure 7.1). Furthermore, in many applica-
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World Model

Internal Model

(scene representation view)

Level 1

Layer 1

Figure 7.1 :Mapping a particular intemal structure into the World Model(through data Representation)

tions, communication with __ : all layers of the "internal model"
of a machine may not be required.
'kernel can be simplified

by

Therefore

in this case, the

not serving layers which

are not

to be accessed externally.
Since the neutral data structure , corresponding to each
representation level, can be

used to encode

a wide variety of

physical events and scene properties they will comprise various
component elements. Thus, each component element will define an
attribute of the original scene in a manner which can facilitate
use in various ways. Such attributes will include:

1. Various identifiers:
a. Item name and level of representation
b. Type: parameter/object,

theoretical

object/taught

object/measured object
c. Access type: local/remote, manual/auto
2. Global qualifiers with their confidence

values

3. Discription (i.e. value of components relating to

geometric

information).
4. Optional elementary

qualifiers

for

components

and

their

associated co~fidence values.

However, although
will be dependent

,the exact interpretation of

such attributes

on characteristics of the individual sensory

system, communicating entities have to assume a common physical
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significance concerning the information exchanged between them.
Integrating vision
remote

operation

and

sensory entities within elM requires

management

of

the

vision

activities

performed at every layer of a vision machine. Initiation of such
activities

may

~e

infrequent, occuring

for example

only when

changes in the product type are required(involving programming,
setting up of a new configuration or teaching new tasks) or may
involve frequent communication, corresponding to task execution
(involving dialogue and

monitoring).

Thus

a

generic neutral

command set can be naturally subdivided into the following three
classes according to the activity (or cycle) involved:
( I ) configuration commands
(11 ) monitoring and process control commands
(Ill) task programming commands

Most of these
modifying

commands

will

be

or requesting resources

concerned

with

and information (related to

different levels in the reference "world model"
concerned

with

the details

of the image

involved in the

realization

of

definition, a neutral data
free, it has to have access
can facilitate
realized
requested

required level

of

analysis

processes

Although, by

and command set should be

context

to semantic rules in order that it

by providing special
to

).without being

these commands.

intelligent communication.

station

allocating,

retrieve

Such rules

protocol which

can enable

and specify, along

communication, the

can

with

information related
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be
the
the
to

various optional data (such as validity of the request, the use
of different optional formats and

the number of internal para-

meters). By using such an approach, any vision machine
considered to be a " virtual sensor " and task

can

be

programming can

be facilitated by the use of high level abstract commands which
required

little

knowledge

of

a particular "internal

model"

implemented at that machine.
This approach can be used in conjunction with the logical
sensor concept to modify the configuration of a vision machine.
The logical sensor concept, in association with
building complex

the method

sensory networks presented in Chapter 4,

of
can

be considered as a tool for modelling the internal structure of
any vision machine.
processing modules

Through using this concept the function of
in

a particular

vision

hierarchy

can be

specified and controlled either through the use of standard set
of well defined logical sensors

or

by providing the mechanism

which can enable the identification of appropriate rules which
are associated with building a network of logical sensors.
Before proposing a data structure for scene representation
it is necessary

to introduce

some general concepts associated

with the "world model".

7.2.1

Internal Parameter Definition

Internal parameters are used within a
terize

and

control

the

vision machine to charac-

functionality

of

the hardware
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and

software used.Such control parameters are related to the processing functions

performed

and generally

information ( note however that some

involve

no geometric

parameters might be scene

dependent ). Internal parameters can be

classified

within the

following two classes according to the access mode required.

(i ) Read

only parameters: such parameters

correspond

case of a hardwired or invariant specification

to the

concerning

the sensor, the system and its immediate environment.Examples of such parameters are

the maximum number

of objects

which can be analysed or stored locally, lens charcateristics (scaling factor, view angle), class
the local channels

of the

machine,

and their specification, the level

which basic activities (eg. recognition

at

and teaching) are

performed.

(ii) Read and write parameters: Such parametes are specified in
a " soft"

form and hence demonstrate configurable

charac-

teristics.Examples can include location data(eg the sensor
co-ordinate

frame

and

the scene co-ordinate frame),

actual resolution value, the various
each logical sensor, the external

decision values

the
for

state values (eg. lumi-

nance values, the distance of the scene)and the associated
entities

for

each

activity (programming,

supervision,

manipulator of the sensor or an inspected object).
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7.2.2

Access Method

Usually, the internal parameters are specified according to the
requirements of a particular vision task and/or the scene to be
analysed

according

to one

or more

of the

following

access

methods:

manually, i.e

from a teach pendant or keyboard (M)

• locally, through using one or more external state sensors(ie.
via digital or analog channels) (L)
internally, through the use of the logical sensor concept (I)
remotely by some other manufacturing entity (cell supervisor,
simulation system,etc) (R)

A data structure defining
each parameter.

the access method can be attached to

A potential format

for such

a structure

can

include a four bit field to identify possible methods of computing this pararameter

in

a given implementation,

a three bit

field to identify the method to be used to compute the parameter
during

the current operational cycle

and

an additional field

allocated to specify the channel identifier and/or
sensor

name

parameter).
the field

(to be used
In

in conjunction

with

\such scheme,a reserved code

allocated

to

th~

the

logical
specified

can be used, in

the current access method, when it is

required to probobit modification of the parameter.Figure 7.2.a
illustrates

the various

fields of a data format which

can be

used to define the access method.
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M

R

L

Vallde Access Type Flags

Manual =
Local =
Intemal=
Remote=

o

1

o

Current Access

Identifier
Name of a LS or a local Channel

M
L
I
R

0: Access Type Data structure

.

object id •

p/D

Representation Level

Object Type

other industrial attributes

.

ParameterIDescription

Measured,
Taught
Tested
Theoretic

b: Data structure of the Header

Figure 7.2:Data structure of the access type and the header of scene representations

At the time of intiating any vision

analysis

task, the

data structure of the associated parameters can be examined

to

ensure that the parameters are correctly updated. Thus, various
methods

of setting

including

the values

those methods

of

the

internal

based on activating

parameters,

logical sensors,

can be initiated.

7.2.3

Types of Visual Description

A common property of all vision machines is
analyse

enormous

measurement

quantities of data

that

they have to

so that they can perform

and classification operations. Unlike

many

other

machines which deal with geometric structures, generally vision
machines have

to deal

with uncertainty attributed firstly

the nature of the measurement itself

and secondly

that features of the measured quantities

to

to the fact

are usually expressed

in the raw data in an ambiguous way (eg. edges and vertices can
not be defined in a unique
ambiguity will affect
area measurement).

way with grey level images and thus

any subsequent measurement, such

as

an

Eventually thi~ uncertainty will be removed

through invoking "intelligent" decision making functions at the
high processing layers of the model.
representation (note that

At the various levels

of

more than one level may be involved)

a comparison between two different types of representation will
take place. These types are:
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i.

a measured representation of the scene(which will be termed
the "measured" object model)which cor~esponds to the acquisition of new

data

during a vision measurement task and

ii. an accepted representation of the ideal scene,corresponding
to the "best mapping of the ideal definition by the internal
vision model"

which will be referred to as the(the "taught"

object model).

The "taught"

object model

is usually

used

as a reference object model.

The traditional
process

a

way of creatiDg a "taugh object model " i s

real scene

through

to

various processing layer, in a

similar fashion to that of a measurement process, until a level
of representation is reached where comparison functions
realized effectively (i.e teaching by showing).
operation is repeated several times

often combined
training cycle.

with

a manual editing

This approach

Usually, this

until a consistant

sentation is established (i.e. trainning).

This

can be

repre-

operation

of the result

is

of every

does not adequately realize the

potential benifits of elM as
environments as

(i)

it cannot be implemented automatically,

(ii)

it does not yield consistant results and

(iii) it involves subjective decision making.

Ideally such methods of teaching vision machines should increasingly be replaced by off-line based teaching methods. Off-line
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methods

can include

one

or

a combination

of several of the

following methods:

(i)

The use of previously

taught object models, which

can be

stored locally or in a remote database
(ii) The use of a theoretical design description

of the object

(which will be referred to as "theoretical " object model)
generated from the output of a CAD system [THOMPSON 84J.
(iii) The use of an off-line development tool,such as a "vision
development station"

or a

"vision

similation station".

This off-line method can be used to resolve discrepancies
between the "theoretical object" and the "taught object",
(i.e. by defining correctly the "taught object model"
thus producing

and

an accurate specification of the internal

parameters).

The level of representation, at which the comparisons will take
place, is determined by the internal
a particular vision machine.

proc~ssing

methods used by

Consequently, it is neccessary to

enable the exchange of the values of various types of geometric
data through use of the neutral data structures.Again it should
be

stressed

particular
entities

that such exchanges should
repre'sentation

can achieve

level

as

not be limited to any

different

their comparison functions

manufacturing
in different

ways. Moreover, it some machines, the comparison is realized at
more than one single representation level. Later in Chapter 8 ,
the definition of "object model" is clarified and differentiated
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from that of a "scene representation".

7.3

GENERIC NEUTRAL DATA STRUCTURE FOR VISION

Here, five methods for representing pictorial
proposed. These

methods are

abstraction corresponding to
model described in

related

information

to increased

various levels· of

Chapter 5. Those

are

levels

of

the reference

representations

will

be

referred to as;

1•

Raw Data Segment ( RDS).

2.

Edge Code (EC).

3.

Segment Description ( SD).

4.

Descriptive Vector (DV).

5.

Global Description (GD).

In the following

paragraphs, data formats is proposed for each

of these different levels of scene representation. The

formats

are defined with the purpose of enabling vision machine
cations

to be

devised in a manner which is independent of the

processing method used or possible variations in the
tation

appli-

of the same data

by various

interpre-

interacting manufacturing

entities in a specific a~plication.
For each data format a common header,
item concerned, precedes the data description.

identifying

the

This header can

comprise information such as object identifier, type,

level of
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representation and some manufacturing data such
object

and

as its

parent

an identifier of the generating entity (see Figure

7.2.b).
Although this
understanding

study

systems,

is mainly concerned with 2-D image

the

possibilities

of

utilizing

the

formats in 3-D based vision machines will also be considered.

7.3.1

This

Raw Data Segment (RDS)

data structure

segments

can

allow

the exchange

of one

or more

of raw data in a consistant yet comprehensive manner.

Each segment corresponds

to

an arbitrary sampling of an array

of raw data (or any data structured in the form of an array, as
is the case of the

transition layer) by a rectangular window.

Normally the raw data, which represents

a

digitization

of a 2-D scene, is stored locally(eg. typically in a RAM memory)
by utilizing a raster technique. The pixel, which is the elementary unit of raw data, is coded as a multi-bit word, the number
of bits being
measurement

dependent

on the

desired

precision with which

is accomplished and/or certain characteristics

the sensor. However, many
,

systems

use

a

tightly

of

controlled

environment so that satisfactory results can be achieved, often
using only a single bit data word(i.e. binary images).

The proposed
exchange

format of

of different forms

the RDS

would

facilitate

of raw data in a manner

the

which is
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independent of

the type of sensor

the hardware elements used.

or other characteristics of

It can be used equally to exchange

a complete image, a matching templet or a single segment corresponding to a particular location

within the scene.

Naturally,

the approach can accommodate the use of line-scan cameras.

The RDS

format is

built up from a sub-header which

common to all segments and

a number of identical

is

data fields.

the contents of each field provide an encoded representation of
an individual segment across the. array. The sub-header contains
information

concerning

the number

resolution, the total number

of grey

levels,

the code

of the segments exchanged and the

common size of all segments. Each data

field contains a header

field,a data code field and a terminator field(see Figure 7.3.a
for

graphical illustration).

The header field

contains

the

segment number along with the start and end co-ordinates of the
segment(referencing the sensor co-ordinate frame).The terminator
field is used to indicate either
termination

the

of data. The data field

end of a segment
is

inserted

or the

between the

header field and the terminator field and coded over the number
of bits defined by the sub-header part.

In order to optimize information transfers, in

the case

of binary images,an alternative format can be used for the data
data field. This format can be based on the use of run code, as
described in Chapter 6 (see Figure 7.3.b).
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Sub-Header Total number Segment size Data precision Format type Resolution
.

,
;
;,
Segment number:, StarLX ,: StarLY ,: End..)( ,,
,
,
,
,
;

Data Field

,,;
,,

End....Y
~

Data Field header

__

,,;
,,

;
,,,.
,

...

~____________--J

Terminator
End of Seg
End of Object

Data Code

a: general case

Data Field

Segment number Number of transition Colour
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Figure 7.3:Proposed data structure of the Raw Data Segment level of representation

Edge.Q2.!k i!Q

7.3.2

Edge code is widely used to describe, with a precision equal to
the pixel resolution,the boundaries of sub-regions in the scene.
The use of chain codes

LFREEMAN 61] is

a common basis of many

systems implementing region-based analysis. Essentially, the EC
is usually

created by processing

the raw data, which could be

obtained from different types of logical sensor. However, an EC
can be used not only to describe the boundary of closed regions
but

also various forms of planer curve. This includes

an open

edge and networks of connected lines.For example,it can be used
to describe a stripe of light (case of structured lighting)

or

curves representing the location of points with equal intensity
or depth (in the case of 3-D imaging).

The format used to encode the EC information can have
similar sub-header to that proposed
several

additional descriptive

for

the

RDS

along

a

with

fields. Each descriptive field

can thus represent the code of a single connected or unbranched
chain of the object.
The format

of each descriptive field

to comprise a chain header field, data fields
field. A

and a terminator

proposed data structure for the chain header contains

information concerning the
the chain index, its
and

can be structured

several global

surrounding regions),

start and end locations of a chain,

size, the number of

the local attributes

attributes (which can encode

the type

of

confidence values and a linking index to
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an other chain or chains.The data field should include at least
one

field, be that

coding method, and
each

Freeman code

a local

accepted chain

one or more additional optional fields

local attribute.

represent

or any other

One

such

attributes

confidence measure.

can be

for

used

to

Figure 7.4 illustrates

graphically the proposed EC format.

7.3.3

Vertex-Segment Description (VSD)

Vertex-segment descriptions provide

a practical and

efficient

way of representing graphical data. The principle embodied here
is to describe any object in the scene in terms of the location
of points of special interest (vertices)and the type of connectivity between pairs of these special interest points.

In Chapter 6 two connectivity types were described, namely
arc and

straight-line segments. Such

connectivity types

have

been used satisfactorily in different implementations lADEPT 86,
BROOKS 83]

for various industrial applications.

Commonly, the

vertices are chosen to correspond to the location of a free end
of an

edge,

the location of the intersection

different edges

or the location

of two

of sudden changes

or more

within the

edge orientation. However, many other critertia can be used (eg.
the vertices of triangles of

a triangulation process involving

3-D modelling [FAUGERAS 85]).

A proposed VSD format can comprise a sub-header

and two
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Sub-Header

Total numberof chains Data precision Format type Resolution

Data Field

Chatn number

ChaIn sIze

StarLX

StarLY

En<l..X

EncL'r

~

number of local

}

L...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I
'r attributes

num. of global attributes

Confidence bordering regIons

•

•

I

Global attributes

~

Freeman Code .. . Edge values . .. Confidence... Terminator
(field 1)

optional (field 2)
i

Data Field code

....IJI

....

Ihe

Figure 7.4:Proposed data structure of Edge Code level of representation

•

~

or more descriptive data fields. The sub-header can be used
specify global attributes such as the

number of

to

vertices, the

number of connections,the number of local attributes associated
with each connection ,the colour and the connection
first

descriptive

data field

can be

allocated

types. The
to list

the

locations of vertices. The second descriptive data field proposed is a list of connected pairs of vertices and their associated
connectivity types.

A number of qualifiers need to be attached

to every connectivity type,
sub-header as being

this number can be

defined in the

the greatest required number of qualifiers

for all connectivity types. Figure 7.5 illustrates

graphically

the proposed format in the case of arc and straight-line connectivity

types. It

shows, in

particular, that

an

arc-segment

description requires one more qualifier than that of a straightline) •

7.3.4

Descriptive Vector

1ill

In many cases an object can be described by

a

one dimensional

function (i.e. an object signature ). This signature

cannot be

associated with a specific layer of processing as it can express
different

levels of abstraction. One way of generating a DV is

to measure the width

of

the object

through scanning it

particular direction (see Figure 7.6.a). An alternative
is to measure the width of the section

as a

scanning angle (see Figure 7.6.b). DVs

are

function
commonly

in a
method

of
used

the
in

image processing, not only to describe a graphical structure(ie.
an object) but also to characterise the scene (eg. histogram of
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Sub-header

number of
vertices

Vertices' field

Vertex Index

number of
connectivity types

x location

y location

totol number
of connections

vertex Index

confidence

x location

first vertex

Type of link

number of links

y location

....

I.

I

Links' field

num. of attributes
of every link

second vertex

vertex 1 index

vertex 2 Index confidence

associated reglon!

(line segment)
• • i

•

conectlVlty's aUnbutes
first connection
i

Links' field

Type of link

number of links

vertex 1

vertex 2 convexity confidence

associated reglon!

(arc segment)
I

cooectjvjty's attributes
first connection
i

Ue

Figure 7.5:Proposed data structure of Syntactic level of representation
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a: sampling according to the principal axis

Figure 7.6: Two examples of creating an object descriminator

the scene or a temporal sequence related to a descriminator).

A neutral DV format can comprise a sub-header and a
field. The sub-header can include attributes such as
size, the data resolution and

the

field is a list of a fixed format

class
words

of

data

the

data

the DV. The data

corresponding

to the

values of the object signature.

Global Description 1QQl

7.3.5

The global description has

been

referred

to previously ( see

Chapter 4) as being the traditional method

used to communicate

visual information to a human operator or to other manufacturing
entities.

Generally, a list of attributes

which are invariant

under displacement or rotation in the scene are used to characterize

uniquely and describe observed objects. In general, this

representation can be considered
way

of

defining objective

also

related

as being
information.

information can be transferred for subsequent

use

an "economic"
Thus,

such

by a remote

entity at the conclusion of a vision task.

Serra has pOinted out that only three such attributes can
exist to

characterise 2-D binary scenes. These being the first

moment (i.e. area),the Eu!er number (ie. number of holes within
an object) and

the perimeter [SERRA 76}. However by searching,

or by having access
and the

~rientation

to information encoding

the pOSition

and

6f objects, additional attributes could
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be

used within a GD code.

Certain of these global attributes have

been utilized within the prototype vision workstation (refer to
Chapter 6). However, it should be pOinted out that at this time
neither a unique nor sufficient set of global attributes can be
established

and consequently, a suitable generic format cannot

be offerred herein.
Because, generally,only a limited number
types, are required at this high level
of information

of information

description, definition

at the global level can be realized by the

of a limited set

of attributes in

use

combination with the use of

a lower level description format.

Such attributes can include

volume, area, real line (visible) aDd lnvisib1e line.

A v0lumc

can be defined by a numbei of constituent areas. An area can be
defined by a number of real lines and fina11y,an invisible line
can be

defined

visible line.

by the location

of its extremities

The abstract line can be required

within

a

to add dimen-

sional information or to relate separate objects. As an example,
a vision machine
a line

and

may be used to measure the

the center

of

a hole.

distance

Such an objective

realized defining the characteristics of

between
can be

an the invisible line

whose attributes are specified by the hole and line locations.

As with other scene representation formats,

a header is

required to preceed the GD format so that consistant and comprehensive definitions are maintained.
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7.4

COMMAND SET FOR INTEGRATED OPERATION

From the ClM view-point, a vision workstation can be considered
to be a manufacturing entity where visual information is captured

and extracted by a combination of software and hardware in

order to accomplish
gnition,

comparison,

each be considered
of

a complex

measure).
also

a measurement task (note: basically, reco-

As

include

identification

and

to be a special case

data structure
previously

using

classification

can

of measuring features

some form

of

similarity

mentioned, a vision workstation

other programmable equipment

so that

may

increased

flexibility is provided. For example, relative movement between
the object(s) and the sensor(s)
inclusion

of

a programmable

may be

achieved

manipulator.

through

the

Other programmable

equipment might include lighting control",zoom control,etc.

In

the following, a vision workstation will therfore be considered
to comprise
(i) the image analysis and interpretation system proper and
(ii) all programmable equipment associated with it.

Although the inclusion of supporting equipment introduces significant

complexity,

it is essential if generalized

models for

vision are to be evolved. On that baSiS, the commands described
in the following are designed to invoke and manage the functions
performed

by all sub-systems

flexible manner

of the

vision workstation

in a

to enable integration within CIM environments.
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Within

the application layer, the vision kernel

should assume

responsibility for parsing and building commands,calling internal functions of lower layers

or requesting

external services

as required.Only external management aspects need to be invoked
by the command set of a vision "world model". In the case where
the vision system

is used

as a

master controller

for

other

entities,the kernel will be responsible for interpreting, along
with vision commands, commands destined for entities under

its

supervision.

The command set should establish "connection" of external
entities to .the
neous

vision

system, irrespective of their hetroge-

nature(eg. different

system).
designed as

Usually

those

processing
external

stand-alone devices

hardware and operating

entities

will

have

been

with little consideration

of

the features required to enable integration with vision sensing.
Flexible. integration can then be realized through

the combined

use of a standardized connection mechanism (eg. MAP,TOP)and the
set

of command and

data structures derived.

In the following

paragraphs examples of the required command directives are given.
However, because of the enormous complexity involved an exhaustive

and fully specified definition

of a suitable command set

will not be attempted as this is beyond the scope of this study.
has

Thus the effort been directed
to the possible
this stage

functions

devising

to providing

only guidelines as

of each type of command without

suitable formats or

at

specifying the exact

nature of the mapping functions performed by the kernel.
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7.4.1

Configuration Class

This class of commands can be utilized to specify the relationships between internal and external environments and the conditions

under which

a new vision task

should be executed. This

includes specifying co-ordinate frames for calibration,defining
various decision values

and qualifying parameters (which

need

to be externally specified) , allocating and configuring remote
arid local resources,and initiating certain procedures. Thus the
configuration commands are required to place the vision

entity

into an acceptable operational state, corresponding to the wide
range of specific application for which it can be used. Many of
these commands

can involve interactive communication

based on

some fixed strategy which may be related to the current

opera-

\

tional state. As an example, a vision workstation may be placed
into a configuration mode so that is begins a sequence of enquiries aimed at attaining a new configuration. It is important to
notice that for complex machines,like vision workstations, some
actions can be forcing actions (i.e. the machine may not act as
a

passive

slave).

This is

generally true

for configuration

commands,as it may be necessary to enable the entity

to retain

some control over its own configuration process.

1.

Allocate Resources (AR)

This type of command can be used to specify
the

associated

activities

and

the logical names,

the characteristics

of

data
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exchanged between interacting entities.

Any master entity (eg.

supervisory system)will be able to con figure and/or specify the
vision workstation so that flexible integration is achieved

in

a consistent manner. In particular, it can specify the associations

between

devices,

sub-systems

including

external channels related

and as required

any associations

vision simulation stations.
commands have

associated

mechanical

to external state sensors,
with

The subset

data bases

systems

of allocate

or

resources

to be issued prior to any other commands so that

subsequent operation can be executed from a known state.

Thus a
ciated

vision entity

resources

can gain access

to various asso-

in an interactive way, be that

during

task

development or at execution time.

2.

Write Access Type (WAT)

This type of command can be used to remotely specify the access
method used for internal parameters.
As previously mentioned, for certain parameters a change
in the access

type will result

in a software

(i.e. a change in internal structure which

reconfiguration

is highly desirable

to increase the machine flexiblity). Reporting mechanisms

have

to be associated with any write access commands to monitor

un-

authorized accesses with remote entities and to verify that the
access method requested can be carried out by the system.
As

an example, if the access type

ofacertain parameter
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has been changed
modules may

from

manual

become active

to internal, certain processing

so that

during execution

unwanted

automatic interaction with the environment can occur.

3.

Calibration

Calibration

procedures

are necessary

entities

function correctly.

required

following

to ensure

Commonly,

re-configuration

that

calibration

vision
will

be

after a certain

or occur

number of operational cycles have been completed. In many cases
calibration procedures can be made autonomous (i.e. independent
of the application itself). However, it is necessary to facilitate remote initiation of a calibration cycle
of

particular

calibration

or the selection

routines associated

with

certain

internal parameters.

The resulting calibration operations

be considered

a distinct cycle

to be

can.

which is independent of

configuration operations and can be executed a specified number
of times.

7.4.2

Management and Monitoring Class

This class includes commands
system specification
used

to ensure

a~

which used

to enquire

and its current status.

correct

and.

about the

They can also be

synchronous exchange

of various

visual data items,at the different representation 1evels,during
the task execution cycle.
Generally,

most

of these

commands will be

implicitly
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activated

by

other

run-time

functions

or external

events.

However,a vision programming language can be used to explicitly
determine that a vision entity should actively manage its available resources. Examples of such commands can include:

1.

This

Send an End of Job (SEoJ)

command can be used

to synchronize

task execution

with

state changes at related entities ( such as at cell supervisor)
so that

certain

suspended activities

can be

freed.

It can

correspond either to
(i) an end of image acquisition activity

or

(ii) an end of image analysis activity.
Accordingly,different types of external activities might resume.

2.

Send an Error Indicator (SEI)

Various error types can occur during

execution time. These can

include

errors, mismatch

programming errors, timeout

between

the expected values and the recieved values (eg. wrong level of
communicat~on,wrong

sensor frame),access

error~,image

processing

errors and end of processing errors. Error indication can associated values to certain parameters

to enable

remote decision

making.
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3.

Request a Parameter (RP)

This type of command can be sent to a peer entity when

one

or

more variable parameters have to be updated by an remote entity.
A parameter

will be requested

decoded

the associated module.

by

when

a remote access method is
A typical

use

of such

mechanism is the updating of a sensor co-ordinate frame

a

and/or

the scene co-ordinate frame at the begining of a new acquisition.
In such cases, a new frame could be
from a manipulator
when

or indirectly from

the manipulator

send its frame

requested

reaches

either directly

a cell supervisor. Only

a new vision location should it

to the vision system

which can then verify its

frame along with the expected value.

4

Read Pictorial Data (RPD)

This class of command

can be used

to exchange

pictorial data

(which may refer to a scene, or some part if it)corresponding to
the various

levels

of representation.

reference different types of scene

The

RPD

command

which may represent

can

a test

scene, a measured scene, a taught or a theoretic object models.

5

Abort a Vision Tast

This command can be sent
a

by an authorized entity

to interrupt

current vision task and to activate the appropriate

rec~v~ry
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procedures.

7.4.3

Task Programming

This class of commands is concerned with the setting
required vision

task. It includes programming

up of the

the instruction

sequences, the list of scene frames to be analysed by the sensor
( for each scene analysis instance) and associations with
retical

representations

of the scene

theo~

(eg. theoretic, taught,

measured object models parameters).
By providing an accepted reference model for vision, the
use of
Such an
i.

a limited set of high level instruction can be enabled.
instruction set could include command to:

Start Vision Analysis. This instruction can be

associated

with a sensor frame, a scene frame, a scene module

and

a

possible optional processing type.
ii.

Include Time Delays,which might be associated with physical
events like position sensor, capturing a new scene,etc.

iii. Send Processing Results. To this instruction can be

asso-

ciated an external address or an address of a local storage

area.

This set of

commands will need to be complemented by a set

communication services

so that remote task programming

of

can be

facilitated. The communication services will be associated with
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high level commands to:

1•

Download

2.

Download

3.

Request

Task programs (RT)

4.

Request

Object Models (ROM).

Task programs(DLT)
Object Models(DLOM)

Each of thes command can have

an attached

title header

which

defines the logical name of the program ,the number of runs and
other

required

manufacturing data (such as

product name

and

location of storage areas for information archiving).

The coomands described
initiated by

one or more

can involve communication requests
remote entities.

any request, the communicating entities

Prior

should

to

serving

conform' to

a compatible configuration and acquire all the necessary

infor~

mation for such request (eg. the required representation level)
This can be realized

either by . a negotiation technique

or by making use of previously established rules stored in some
database.

As an example, the off-line teaching

of

may involve communication between (i) a manufacturing
system, to

obtain

simulation task, to

a theoretical model
generate certain

(iii) a supervisory system

of

a new task
database

the scene, (ii)

unknown

parameters

a
and

to determine the sequence of events

to be followed. At each communication instance different levels
of scene representation might be involved.
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The need to establish a generic and neutral set of command
and data structures
common attributes

has provided

the

impetus

of visual scenes found

in the manufacturing

applications.

Such a classification process

specification

of protocol

communication

without

which

the need

can

for classifing

can lead

facilitate

to build

to

the

intelligent

a special and rigid

interface for each instance of communication.
The functional properties of the particular digital data
link used

to enable exchange

of commands

and data

direct subject of this study. However,it is important
out

that

the evolution

of the HAP standard

are not a
to point

and the work

of

standards committees within that initintive(eg.the Manufacturing
Message Standard [HMS 88) and its companion standnrds)increases
the impotance of the concepts described
problems will

be discussed

use of an integrated

within

vision station

in this

chapter. Such

the next chapter where the
is examined, based on the

use of a vision reference model such as the one proposed.
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VIII

C H APT E R

USE
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o

A

F
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8.1

A

V I S ION

MOD E L

BUILDING AN OBJECT MODEL OF THE SCENE

Generally, the
machine

benifits

to

depend extensively

be

gained from using any

upon the

success

with

vision

which the

specific image processing and understanding techniques used can
be adapted to the analysis of the set
tered. Only a very limited

subset

which can be captured by the

sensor

of scenes

to be encoun-

of all the possible scenes
will occur in

any single

application (eg. even when using a two dimentional binary array
of size (n) to represent scenes, a total of 2 n2 different scenes
can be generated).

The

vision measurement task

requires the extraction of

a high level representation of the relevent information
a certain

allowable tolerance range.

Similarly,

within

intermediate

levels of scene representation

must also be produced

corresponding tolerance range.

Any transformation

within a

from low to
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high level of representation will map a set of equivalent scene
representations into a single value(through the decision making
functions

of

each layer).

A reliable

vision system

has

to

preserve (even to enhance) all the relevent features,which will
be extracted

subsequently at the top layer, through successive

morphological transformations.
an object model

which

This

is used

is achieved

by

defining

to enable appropriate decision

making to take place.
As an example, in an application

such as inspecting the

result of a component insertion into a PCB,the vision inspection
operation

will be considered to be correctly executed if it is

able to classify

whether a good or bad insertion has resulted.

This might be tealized
inserted"
clearly

boards

by defining

to be

used

a description of the "good

as reference measure).

However,

certain types of bad insertion may result in classifi-

cation errors

Traditionally, object models are created from a "typical
scene", which represents an
generating the

values

acceptable scene for the user,

by

(or range of values) of only one single

level of representation. In such cases,an object representation
and object model

can take a Similar form.

Thus, teaching
defining, for

a

vision

systems

a particular measurement

scene representation

related

to

a set

is

the user present

process

of

instance, a consistent
of equivalent scenes.

Commonly, this is realized through executing
during which

the

a training cycle,

several specimen scenes to
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the

vision

system.

Previous discussion in the thesis pOinted out,

that this. conventional
completely inadequate
environments where
increased lead

method
in

small

frequent

time

and

of teaching vision systems
and medium

batch

on-line teaching

is

production

cycles

implies

equipment downtime.

Most vision machines,used in manufacturing areas, utilize
a -bottom-up

approach

in order to realize the

comparison

and

measurement tasks. The conventional approach consists of sequentially building a high level representation of the scene through
using an implicit definition of the extracted features.Although
often many features are chosen so that

they

can be considered

to be relatively generic, the system designer will
detailed knowledge of

the objective

criteria and the parameters

which

results. This action by the

system

in order
govern

the

rely

on

to specify

a
the

transformation

designer can be considered

to be a top-down approach for teaching vision machines

as

the

ioage comparison process is realized at a low level of representation according to certain high level hypotheses concerning the
scene (eg. searching for a circular feature, templet

matching,

imposing certain priorities at certain decision making stages).
Consequently,
a particular

it can be stated that the object model of

scene is built up

not only from

its

associated

parameter values at certain representation levels but gradually
through the intermediate levels of representation [AZAR 88al.The
selection of a particular logical sensor,the priorities associated with

certain actions, the

relationships

between internal
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parameters and the decisions making processes at each processing
level

contribute

to

the definition

involved in generating

an object model

example,the scene model created
the FELOWS ;see chaper 6)
modification of

of

the mapping

from a real scene. For

by replacing a module (such as

by another (such as ETRACE)or

an internal parameter (such as the

minimum edge value)

process

the

acceptable

will alter any higher level representation

and thus the performance criteria associated with the subsequent
measurement tasks.
Here, the object model is defined by
1. the values associated with

the scene representations at one

or more levels of representation and
2. the values of all internal parameters which govern the decision making of every morphology of the scene.

In any programming scheme, all the variables associate with the
object model of the scene have to be correctly defined for each
new acquisition instance. Various systems provide the user with
different degrees of control over the model

and

thus

different levels of flexibility. Thus any integration
has to be able to deal with existing and

inherit
strategy

potential flexibility

levels.

8.2

PROGRAMMING LEVELS ASSOCIATED WITH THE REFERENCE MODEL.

Before considering

the

implications,

of

having

available a
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vision reference model, on the way in which future vision machines might

be programmed, it is important to consider existing

programming methods.
Generally, two distinct phases

of programming

a vision

machine are required as follows:
Phase 1. teaching the object model for each

sensing

instance

and
Phase 2. defining the

vision

task. This may

be realized

specifying the sequence of sensing instances

by

through

referencing the object under measurement.

The situation is similar to

that of

programming· contemporary

industrial robots where a combination of teach and textral programming phases are used. For both robot
teaching

can significantly

system errors

reduce

can be related

measurements can be made).

and

vision

run-time

machines,

errors (as

to the repeatability with

the
which

However the use of complex teaching

procedures can severally limit flexibility

in batch manufactu-

ring.
When considering the need for vision entities to operate
within elM environments,both of these phases should be retained
:

.;

and realized interactively through utilizing standardized
munication protocol

and formal

methods

com-

which are independent

of the machine implementation. Programming

facilities of this

type will become necessary in building integrated vision applications for small batch manufacture.
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In an integrated
that

appreciated,

manufacturing

object

models

system,

can be

it

should

created

in

be

three

fundamentally different ways. The first of these corresponds to
the theoretical generation

of an object model, eg by a CAD/CAM

system [VOLZ 84]. This "theoretical" object

model

completely defined, but postprocessed fragments of

may not

be

information

might be assembled to create a model which cannot account for
errors introduced in the measurement procedures. The second and
)

third methods

of generating

object model have been priviously

described. They correspond to the creation of a "taught" object
model

(through teaching and training which provides a

tical

validation) and

the

computing

of

statis-

a "measured"

object

model which corresponds to a specific instance of scene measurement and analysis (and hence is subject to measurement eirors).
All three methods of generating object models

might invoke the

generation

of the different

of scene

representation

at each

hierarchical level(sas described in 8.1).

In aiming
in conformance
derive formal

to evolve a new generation of vision systems,
with the

world model,

it is also necessary to

methods and associated programming methods which

recognize that information may be distributed through the manufacturing system and
the different

can take

various forms

hierarchical levels

circumstances, three

levels

corresponding to

of representation. In

such

of programming facilities can be

identified in relation to the level of flexibility offered when
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configuring or modifying the operation of vision machines.

The

three levels will be referred to as
(i)
(ii)

integrated programming of object representations',
'integrated programming of object models' and

(iii) 'integrated

programming

of

the internal structure of

vision machines'.
The term integrated is used in this context to imply

that

the

programming of vision tasks may depend upon information stored,
post processed

or created

as the result

of a

decision making

process at other manufacturing entities.

8.2.1

Integrated programming of object representations

An ability

to formulate object representation s by aggregating

information

from

distributed

manufacturing

entities

can be

achieved through using neutral data structures. The provision of
neutral hierarchical data structures will facilitate flexibility
in training of new scenes as it inherently provides a mechanism
for representing the various
this way,
executed

levels

of

scene abstraction. In

measurement and comparison tasks
by utilizing

information

stored

can be defined and
elsewhere

in

the

factory.
The remote programming of new object representations
the scene will provide a

certain level of flexiblty

of

but would

not allow a re-definition of the object model (ie. based on the
definition presented in 8.1).

Thus, this level

of

programmin~
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will

only be sufficient in

8.2.2

certain types of application •

Integrated programming

~ ~

object model

The successful use of vision sensing in many industrial
cations
scene,

is largely

appli-

due to the fact that variations within the

corresponding to

a particular

usually limited and predictable

so

measurement

task,

are

that the derived model can

be built according to some hypotheses. Consequently, with small
and

medium

batch

inspected scene

production,

will occur

frequent

changes

within

and constant modification

the

of such

hypotheses will be inherrent.
Through using

the concepts introduced in this thesis

a

reasonable degree of flexibility can be provided through remote
access

to internal parameters,

so

that

modification of such

hypotheses can be linked to remote decision making. For example,
confidence values associated with the individual

attributes of

a certain level of representation of a "taught object" might be
used to disregard the presence of or "focus"
butes.

Introduction

necessary in order

of additional
to facilitate

on certain attri-

data structures
the remote

eight

be

manipulation

of

predicates and logical structures.

8.2.3

Integrated prograeming

~

the internal structure

An ability to modify the internal structure

of a vision system

will be important to further increase the level of flexibility.
By adopting

the concepts

embodied in the

network

of logical
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sensors, and by implementing this concept in modular form,
user

will be able

processing and

to manipulate, in a natural way,

int~rpretation

the

the image

processes performed.

It has been pointed out that by changing the access type,
of certain

internal parameters, some modules

can be activated

or deactivated in flexible manner. Similarly,individual nodules
can be replaced without the need
the system.

to change

This level of programmability

other

modules

will much

the task of the system builder, where the comrnisioning
applications
need to

would be

relatively simple

fundamentally change

of

simplify
of

new

and fast without the

the machine design.

Furthermore

such programming tools would allow complex integration problems
to

be tackled, where currently

an exponential

growth in cost

can result as complexity increases.
Automation and programming at this level cannot be envisaged without

the availability

and use of an efficient vision

expert system. Consequently, this level
be regarded as a long term objective
when

a fully

defined

of flexibility

should

which can only be reached

vision reference model

becomes

widely

accepted.

.

The availability of a world reference

"."

~odel

can be advantageous
. '-'-::;'-~~':'"
opportu·n:i.~;!e's for creating new
'.

in

different' ways , providing

'f, '

methods of
(i)

building more flexible vision systems and
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(ii) achieving efficient

and flexible

integration

of

visual

sensing into future manufacturing systems.

Based on the use of a vision reference model

a high level ins-

truction set for machine vision can be defined and incorporated
within de facto or internationally

standardized

manufacturing

oriented languages. Languages of this type could then be used in
conjunction with communication protocol for vision to facilitate
the three levels of integrated programming described.In general,
the communication protocol will be concerned with
rules

governing the

establishing

realization of the two programming phases

( object model generation

and temporal

transformation/ action

definitions) in a distributed environment. Ultimatelj,therefore
the user will be able to concentrate almost solely on the
cation dependent aspects of vision tasks and

appli~

be buffer red frohl

many implementation issues.

8.3

VISIOK COMMUNICATION MODEL

The proposed command set (described in Chapter 7) needs
incorporated

to

be

within a global manufacturing command set so that

peer communication

can be facilitated

between different types

of manufacturing entity, where the existence of a heterogeneous
distributed manufacturing

environment

incorporation process can be considered

will be the norm.
to be

This

one of defining

and appending companion communication protocol(for each type of
manufacturing entity) to a common set of generic

communication
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services. However such developments should address the following

issues:
i.

Different processing capabilities will be available
various machines operating in a factory.

at the

Furthermore,

the

availabilty and whereabouts of relevant information may not
be previously well defined. Interactive negotiation between
peer entities may be one method of overcomming such issues.
Such

negotiation procedures

could be

system configuration stages and

may require

of supervisory entities and hence
may be imposed

established

during

the existence

a hierarchical structure

on the interacting manufacturing

entities.

Alternative approaches might incorporate evolving

research

methods related to the use of blackboard and/or distributed
database technologies [WESTON 88b].
ii. Communication

instances

will be

initiated

by

different

entities for different purposes(eg. according to the current
status

of the

manufacturing cell

Different forms of command

or

generated from a single

can be
a

primitive command. As an example,
equally

be able to make a

the sensor itself).

request

vision entity

should

for information (eg. a

decision value for a similarity measure) from a supervisory
system as should the supervisory system be able to

request

this information from a design or simulation station.
raises messaging issues

of the type

being studied

This
by the

MMS standardization bodies.
The communication protocol

may have

to consider

the response
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time

of the various incorporated services. In general,

guration 'and

programming

monitoring and control
cell level

will

be

less

time

functions, particulary

confi-

critical

than

at machine

and

applications. Such communication problems are

cur-

rently being addressed by the MAP and Fieldbus communities.
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,

C H APT E R

IX

CON C L U S ION S
AND

R E C 0 M MEN D A T ION S

9.1

CONCLUSIONS

Flexible sensors, and particularly

dexterous

will become increasingly important production

vision machines,
tools

in future

factories. Such tools can be considered to be autonomous devices
as usually they are equipped with a certain level

of "intelli-

gent" computational power and, where an integral manipulator is
used, they can

be mobilized

with the objects to be viewed.

to obtain different relationships
In this thesis a reference model

for vision sensing has been proposed in order to enable flexible
integration of vision sensing functions
Although

this

model

is

not

into CIN environments.
a

conclusive

or

fully

specified, the proposal represents an important contribution to
knowledge and

can be

extended to provide a major step forward

in the use of vision in product realization.
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The proposed model
menting a variety of

two

has been

evaluated

dimensional

through

binary and

imple-

grey

level

image processing methods. Se1ected,but typica1,image processing
techniques have thus been realized and used to solve a
of

variety

problems encountered in pseudo manufacturing scenarios. The

importance of the conclusions drawn have been examined throughout the thesis. Although the work
image processing

has

focused on

traditional

and understanding techniques, the nature

implementation of many of the algorithms demostrate novel
tures

which can have immediate implications

in the

and
fea-

arena

of

industrial vision sensing. Of particular importance is the edge
following

technique

technique used

derived (i.e. the

procedure FELOWS), the

for referencing geometrical data (i.e according

to a local co-ordinate frame of the sensor) and in the application of a multiple resolution techniques .to improve measurement
cycle times

in particular, when a low cost microcomputer based

vision system with Von Neumann architecture is used.
The main features of the reference model have been identified and implications regarding its use have .been assessed in
various situations and in different application

areas. In par-

ticu1ar,the importance of adopting a multi-level representation
of

the viewed

scene

has been considered and demonstrated. By

using such an approach, all vision activities can be controlled
and monitored

by

remote

entities, at

representation, without having

any required

to duplicate

level of

functionality and

create specific or hard solutions. Thereby significant flexibility can be obtained in configuring and executing

interactions
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between
work

manufacturing entities.

could be

~,more

responsive

The ultimate result
manufacturing

of

systems

this
where

product leadtimes can be much reduced.
A prototype model,composed of six layers,has been partially
implemented. This prototype vision model identifies the generic
features of a suitable

hierarchical

architecture, methods

of

structuring the vision processing into different layers and the
required features
modular

of each

structure

processing

inherent

layer. In addition, the

in adopting

the

logical

sensor

concept is of major importance. The approach can facilitate the
effective modification of the internal structure
(i.e.

by

instantiation

of

certain

modules

of the sensor
or possible re-

organization of their interrelationships) and thus the sensor's
functionality. It has also been demonstrated that,in the absence
of a common approach to solving image
use

of generic neutral data

interpretation
restricting

of the same

processing problems, the

structures
11

qualifiers

the application domain

can enable
11

to

different

be used

of the model.

without

Such

tools

will enable remote configuration and programming of the sensing
device

in sympathy

with changes

in associated

manufacturing

procedures or Frocesses. Thus the "effect of such changes can be
decoupled

from

the particularities

of the vision processing.

Ultimately, automatic reconfiguration and modification of
(i) the

scene

model,

(ii) the vision task and
(ii) the internal structure of vision machine
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can be realized to facilitate such changes.

The neutral set of data structures proposed for the codel
enable direct access and managenent of processing layers without
imposing constraints which

would limit

the evolution of vision sensing.

the

Such

direct

internal structures of viSion machines
and "consistent"

interfaces

functionality
access

can provide

to

or
the

"flexible"

to customized image processing and

interpretation algorithms.
Thus the model proposed

can provide

an

implementation

framework for defining formal methods of building either bespoke
or

standard vision systems

which

can be

flexibly integrated

into manufacturing systems.Clearly like any other manufacturing
entities, dexterous sensors should comply with evolving
national

~tandards

inter-

so that generic methods and tools for integ-

ration can evolve. The existance,in the future, of such methods
and tools will provide the mechanisms whereby
tion strategies can be

devised

the detailled functioning
Consequently,

the

applications will

time

global

integra-

based

on limited knowledge of

of specific

manufacturing entities.

and

be greatly

the cost

bf

reduced

by

commisionning
enabling

new

efficient

utilization of knowledge in the factory.
Structuring image processing functions in a hierarchical
manner will inevitably lead to increases in the

execution time

of vision tasks,particularly where serial computer architecture
are used. This is an inherent penalty

of

any

standardisation

process.However,this will not deter machine and system builders
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from adopting standards in the long term.The enabling tools are
rapidly

becoming

more powerful in an area which has yet to be

established and this trend is expected to continue for at least
a few more decades. The benefits

gained

by fully

defining

a

generally accepted reference model will ultimately far outweigh
interim

implementation difficulties. Furthermore, the adoption

of a standard model for vision will facilitate the evolution of
standard modules for some layer functions which based on contemporary enabling technology, can be cost-effectively implemented
in VLSI hardware.This in turn will contribute to the widespread
use of vision sensing.

9.2

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although it has been demonstrated that

the

use of a reference

model can have great benifit,the model proposed in thesis cannot
be considered to be conclusive or exhaustive. In particular,the
concepts embodied in the model are based largely
of a limited number

on

the study

of applications involving exclusively

two

dimensional vision sensing. Although it can be anticipated that
the principle features
further

application

of the proposed model
studies

are

required

can be retained,
to determine

the

behaviour of the model with respect to other scenarios. Problems
associated with integrating two dimensional

vision systems are

typical of those for all sensor types which process a two dimensional array of data.

Dowever, methods of using these data, to

create a consistant three dimensional model

of the scene, have
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yet

to be establish

and hence

no

attempt

has been made

to

specify or implement a model representing such situations. This
particular'
of

point needs

representing

to be studied in incorporating methods

three dimensional scenes within the reference

model.
The model offers
systems

but

related to

does not

a framework
provide

for

integrating

solutions

vision

to certain problems

its realization. In particular, it does not specify

how the system should be

the structured

passing the internal parameters
The general vision problem is

to enable

metho~s of

through the layered structure.
far

from being well understood.

In particular, significant research effort is still required to
determine criteria for generally characterizing simple transformations

of visual

scenes

and methods

that

link

performance measures to the internal parameters

of

high layer
the

lower

layer transformations.
The benefits of the reference model cannot be fully realized unless corresponding reference models can be derived for all
manufacturing entities.

In particular, the vision model has to

be integrated within a factory information model
will have, relationships with

which

the factory communication

itself
model

and the factory control and management model. However, the work
of the standardisation committees

associated

with

creating a

vision system companion standard for MMS is not yet well advanced, especially when compared with NC,robot and PLC companions.
Thus the proposed and the suggested intermediate implementation
framework described in this thesis will offer

a timely contri-
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bution

to

official

bodies

responsible

for

evolving

such

standards.
A widely accepted reference model will provide an essential framework
tools such as
res for

for evolving

new generation

of vision sensing

generic vision programming language or universal

vision.

Arguably, the lack

of such

a framework

has

already severely inhibited the development of the technology.
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APPENDIX

PART 1

A

Variable Definition

Type

position

= start-x,start-y

Code

= array (I •• max_chain) of array (I •• 999)of byte

Edge_Trans = array (0•• 255) of array (I .. max_trans)of byte
= array(0 •• 63 ) of array (0 •• 63) of byte

Buffer

Trans_Count= array(0•• 255) of byte
Histogram

= array(0•• 63 ) of integer

Poly code

= size,array(l •• max-size) of position

Robot Program File = "b:robproX"
Robot_Location

=

where X is an integer
digit

X,y,z, tilt,roll

Run code
Point rec =

array of (20) of position

Link rec

array of (20) of
(point I,point 2,link type,length,attribute)

=

Note: all unspecified arguments are of simple type and selfexplanatories.
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PART 2:

Routines and Untilitles Quick Reference

Routine Identifier

Description

Plxel Level Vision Routines
ERA(window)
erase the selected frame
11
ERAALL
ENH(thresh)
enhance and truncate a frame
11
ENHALL( thresh)
ST AT(hlstogram, window),
find the histogram of a frame
11
STATALL(histogram)
RDUC(window)
generate reduced resolution frame
BINR(threshold, window)
generate a black and white frame
11
BINRALL(threshold)
create an outline of binary Image
EDGT( threshold, window)
11
EDGTALL(threshold)
load the transition coordinates of
EDGD(trans count,edge trans,threshold,
window)
binary image Into edge_trans array
11
EDGDALL(trans count,edge trans,threshold)
GRAD(thresh,histogram, windOw)
find the histogram of edge location
11
GRADALL( thresh,histogram)
store new picture in selected frame
SNATCHS
SEARCH(gradlan,dlrectlon,x,y)
find direction and value of grey
edge at certain location
LBUFFER(buffer,wlndow)
load window frame in memory buffer
AVE
make the average of two frames
COPYFRAME(source_frame,destination_frame) copy a frame to another frame

Middle and High Level Vision Routines
FASTAC
AUTOTHRESH
ETRACE(chaln code)
FELOWS
POL YGON(chaln_code,poly_code)
AR CSEG (poly_code, vertlx_segment)
ROTATEC(chaln number,angle)
MOVEC(chaln number,position)
CONVC(chaln-code,Run code)
CONVT(Run Code,Chaln code)
FILT(Chain_code)
.TEST2

global features extraction based
on transition code analysis
automatic threshold setting
extract the chain code of a frame
grey level based extraction of
chain code
find the polygonal form of a chain
code
create a arc-segment description
rotate chain code
move chain code
convert a chain code to run code
concert a run code to chain code
smooth a chain code
sensor calibration
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Basic Front-End Processor
EDIT(program_number)
ASSEMBLE(program_number)
GET P(program number)
SAVE_P(program_number)
TRANS(x,y, z,aipha, theta, phi)
INVTRANS(alpha,theta.phi,x,y,z)
MODIPRO(program_number,instruction)

Robot Communication
REQUEST(function,program number)
RESANSR(function,program number)
. CON;\lOVE
:vIOVE(robot_location)

Routines
line editer/interpreter for ASEA
like instructions
ASEA program post prosessor
load robot program from disk file
save robot program into disk file
find the joint axis coordinates of
the tilt axis
find the world coordinates of the
til taxis
modify the location of move type
robot instruction
Routines
request a function from the ASEA
controller
receive ASEA answer or message
keyboard controlled robot movement
positionning robot at certain
location

Camera Control Routines
stop moving the focussing driver
stop moving the zoomming driver
set the focus to specified value
set the zoom to a specified angle
reset and synchronise both
focussing and zoomming drivers

STOPF
STOPZ
L!\10VEF
LMOVEZ
SYNCRONIZ

l'vliscellaneous Routines
WAIT(deiay)
TRACE

halt the execution a delay length
of tenth of second
draw on screen the array histogram.
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APPENDIX

C A LIB RAT ION

PRO C E D U RES

The calibration procedures of the prototype works tat ion include
the following:

1.

Calibration of the Sensor optical system

2.

Calibration of Sensor Co-ordinate Frame

3.

Robot axis-transformation tests and calibration

1.

Calibration of the Sensor optical system

Calibration procedures for the optical system include measuring

i.

the scaling factors along both the x and y axes (S ,S ),

ii.

the minimum and the maximum range of the zoom function,for

x

Y

different displacements of the viewed scene from the plane
of the optical system( R) and
iii. the control law for the zoom and focus drivers.

The calibration procedures utilize a black flat disc of a known
diameter (40 mm) which

has to be positioned

separately in the
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scene so that contrast with the background is maximized and its
image covers a wide area of the sensor.
For a specific optical system, the scaling factor (S) in
any particular direction and a scene desplacement(R) depends on
the view angle of the zoom (V) according to the relation;
R • tan(V O)

(A.I)

Ra. tan (V)

where

So

is the scaling factor for a displacement Ra and a view

angle of (VO).This can be measured by establishing the width of
image disc in

an appropriate direction (see Figure A.I ).

The zoom range
displacement (R).

has to be known

for any value

The prototype solution

was

approximated linear relations between (R) and

of scene

to establish an.
the maximum

and

the minimum zoom angles for which image focusing is possible.
The fact that the zoom lens is controlled in an open loop
mode by a DC brushed motor necessitated
of the feed-forward

control laws.

been established between

an accurate

A linear

modelling

relationship

the control voltage duration

has

and the

resulting change in the zoom angle (V).

2.

Calibration of Sensor Co-ordinate Frame

In the majority of the application scenarios studied,the sensor
grid axis is

rot~ted

through 90 degree relative to that of the
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wrist co-ordinate system.
is used

to establish

The following

and verify

calibration procedure

the parallelism

between the

two frames.

1. Moving the sensor (by moving the robot) so its plane becomes
parallel to

the inspected object plane (i.e. horizontal

in

the case of PCB inspection).
2. Position the calibration disc on a background which provides
good contrast

so that its center

is mapped onto the center

of the sensor.
3. Set the view angle so that the disc image cover

a wide area

of the of the sensor. (see Figure A.I)

Under such conditions, the pitch and yaw

offset angles

can be

calculated by the difference between the measured value

of the

disc width and its theoretical width.
cos (dp)= D / D
m

where D and Q
m
m

and

cos (da) =

Qm / D

are the measured width of the calibration disc

in the x and y direction

respectively and D is the diameter of

the disc.

3.

Robot Axis-Transformation Test and Calibration

The use of the world co-ordinate frame and the implied computations

associated with

joint axis

transformation

can be
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the

source of additional inaccuracies due to the implicit use of an
theoratical

geometrical

model

capability of the vision system

of the robot arm.
has been

used

The sensing

to verify

and

assess these inaccuracies.
If a calibrated disc is positioned with sufficient accuracy in a certain location the error associated with the measurement

can used

to calculate the error in the sensor location

and therby of that of the robot arm.

By moving the camera in a

vertical direction away from the plane of the calibration disc,
several

mesurements

can be taken

and the

calculated

using .the same disc position.

disc which

is positioned horizontally

associat~d

error be

As an example, for a

the error

in computing

the center gives dx and dy errors and the error in the size can
be used to calculate

dz.

Calculation of the error has been demonstrated for a number
of

points

and a maximum global error

has been

evaluated and

proved to be within the robot inaccuracy.
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sensor reference
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Figure A.1: Illustration of the sensor calibration method
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APPENDIX C

Three

publications

research study.
appendix.
and

have been

The other two

Several

resulting

The most recent one only

can be accessed

section.

produced

has been

through

is included

cited within

their

other publications

entry

from

in

this

in this

the main text
the references

are planned

in the near

future to disseminate the latest iesearch results.
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A visIon reference model for systems. integration
I. AZAR and R. H. WESTON

Abstract. The role of vision machines and visual information
in elM systems is examined and the necessary features of a new
generation of vision machines are considered. We introduce the
concept of representing visual information in a multi-layer
model-and consider examples of'the use of such a model in
accomplishing systems integration. The -model thus specified
can be used to improve the modularity of vision functions and
allow the definition of standard command and data structures
for vision machines.

1. The role of vision systems in manufacturing
During the last two decades a variety of highly flexible
computer-based manufacturing machines have been used
in many industries worldwide. Vision systems .represent a
class of such programmable machines and the collection
and processing of visual information has proved very
useful in automating various stages of product manufac~
turing. As commercial pressures to reduce batch sizes
increase and the cost of computer hardware falls, the use
of vision systems will become commonplace.
Different quantitative measurements can be extracted
from a visual scene, enabling the acquisition of infor~
mation concerning process variables which can be com~
pared with a preprogrammed model of the process, thus
enabling the automation of many industrial tasks such as
inspection, surveillance and process control. U nfor~
tunately, however, despite intense worldwide research in
the image processing area there remains a lack of a
systematic approach when addressing new vision prob~
lems. This is a direct result of the complexity associated
with extracting meaningful information from the variety
of 2~D scenes encountered. The lack of a systematic
approach has often led to the design of inflexible customized solutions involving very high system engineering
costs. Thus conventionally, vision machines have mainly
been used to automate (or semi~automate) large batch
manufacturing tasks where use of equipment is over a
sufficiently long period of time to justify the investment
Authors: I. Azar and R. H. Wes!On. Department of Manufacturing
Engineering, Loughborough University of Technology. Loughborough, .
Leicester, LEII 3TU. UK.

levels involved. Here'in lies a paradox in that VISIOn
systems being programmable should be used with great
benefIt in medium and small batch manufacturing.
During the last three years, a research study at Lough~
borough University of Technology (LUT) has centered
on the integration of vision equipment, with other flexible
machines, in computer integrated manufacturing (elM)
systems. This work has considered various existing and
under development vision architectures extending from
dedicated hardware, designed for a particular function, to
the use of complex array processing equipment which
could be based on transputer and/or conventional multi~
processor hardware. The integration of various classes of
vision equipment, from different suppliers, into small
batch manufacturing environments implies the use of a
mechanism to accomplish information transfer so that
data can be transferred as required between vision
machines and other computer systems operating in the
plant to perform manufacturing, organization and design
functions. Thus, ideally, any industrial vision system
should be equipped with a standard communications
interface and be based on an architecture which facilitates
transportability between the various application areas
and manufacturing environments in which it might be
used. This imposes the ·existence of common data struc~
tures and an associated common language enabling com~
munication between different subsystems. Such
communication protocols would need to be independent
of manufacturers and cover all prospective applications.
Arguably this would imply the use of a computer network
based on an emerging internationally accepted communi~
cation standards such as those proposed within the
MAP/TOP (Manufacturing Automation Protocol/
Technical Office Protocol) initiative (Weston et al.
1986,1987a).

By adopting a semantic approach and analysing the
local and global functions of vision systems, in this paper
we will propose the need to evolve a hierarchical model
for representing visual data at the different levels of
transformation carried out between the physical level at
which sensors derive digital information corresponding to
a given scene, and the application level at which organiz~
ational and design functions are performed. We will

I. Azar and R. H. Weston
outline the possible features of such a model and illustrate
the advantages of using the model in elM systems.

2. An overview of vision processing methods

However complex, a vision task can be regarded as a
transformation of a raw data image, which represents a
mapping of a 2-D scene, into a more informative data
structure. In general, this transformation process reduces
the amount of data required to describe the image. After
further processing the data structure assumes a suitable
form for interpretation by either another computer or a
human observer.

Although the raw data can be collected by using
different means (e.g. use of optical sensors, infra-red
camera, laser range beams, etc, (Faugeras 1984,
Batchelor 1985) the techniques used in transforming and
extracting the essential information from the original data
are basically common (Pugh 1983, Rosenfield and Kak
1976). However, vision systems are still application
dependent as any new problem imposes the need for strict
environmental control procedures and carefully selected
processing algorithms appropriate for the new subset of
scenes. The existance of many one off, customized sys~
tems implies a high cost solution and often leads to a long
installation time (TechTran 1983, Ayres et al. 1985).
In the absence of a global view to the role of vision
within integrated manufacturing, the implementation of
any vision task will continue to be based on specially
designed software algorithms and computer hardware. As
a consequence inflexible customized solutions will con~
tinue to be evolved with the inevitable result of duplicated
effort worldwide. Furthermore, this situation will be
exacerbated as new technologies become available for use
in this fIeld.
To assist the reader in gaining an understanding of
some of the concepts introduced in this paper, we present
here a review of commonly used vision processing tech~
niques and in particular those used in robot/vision app}i-.
cations areas.

2.1 Matching techniques
In this approach we use some similarity measure to
derive information by operating directly on the raw data
(e.g. subtraction of two pictures, correlation by a window
or a templet, n-tuple method (Aleksander 1983, Batchelor
1985)). This implies the requirement of a matching
templet or discriminator for the scene (or that part of it
under observation) which will be stored locally. A change
in the mask, or set of masks , used mayor may not imply a
change in the algorithm used at the next processing stage.
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As an example, in the case of measuring the size of the
binary difference between two pictures, a change in the
reference picture does not imply changes in the
algorithm. However in the case of a corners~lines set of
templets, the addition of a circular templet must be
handled carefully and a radical revision of the processing
algorithm(s) may be preferred. Matching techniques are
simple and are frequently implemented in hardware thus
they are ideal in their use in low complexity areas,
however, their use is often combined with that of other
processing methods to provide more refined methods.

2.2 Region jorming
This includes a variety of methods which classify
adjacent pixels (Le_ elements of the raw data) within
groups dependent upon one or more properties (e.g.
intensity, distance from neighbouring pixels) and associ~
ates discriptors to each region consisting of elements such
as type, size, location, perimeter, orientation, boundary,
shape, etc., (Aleksander 1983, ADEPT 1984, Kornestein
1985). This technique is a rather complex one and varies
extensively from one implementation to another, thus
relatively few hardware implementations exist. However,
region forming techniques are extensively used in image
processing as they deal with the structure of an image and
hence conserve their basic features: thus providing signifi~
cant advantages in many manufacturing applications.
Region forming has been studied for a number of years
now so that cheap region forming VLSI ehips will become
commercially available in the near future.

2.3 Line coding
This approach has many similar features to those of the
region forming one, but is used to deal with a different
class of scenes where regions can not be defined as the
image is already formed from lines (e.g. image of a
printed circuit board, scene preprocessed by sobel
operator or any high pass filter enhancer (Pugh 1983,
Batchelor 1985, Wright 1987)). The result of using such
methods is a description of loosly connected pixel groups
which have been linked and merged to form a more
descriptive pattern (e.g. an arc, a line, a closed curve, a
branch, a circle, etc). As for region forming techniques,
line coding requires complex processing algorithms and
will, as a consequence, involve time consuming routines if
implemented in software. Thus for industrial vision
application, these algorithms are customized in a simplified form to suit the nature of the application area and
as a result have limited flexibility.
Although these three fundamental methodologies
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encompass the bulk of the image processing techniques
used in existing industrial vision systems, none of them is
fully or independently implemented. Industrial vision
systems are usually marketed in a heterogeneous way and
often customized to fit a particular application or range of
applications. Typically, a simplified version of a generic
sub-class processing algorithm is adapted to deal with the
veryL restricted set of scenes encountered in a given
application (e.g. measuring the curvature of workpiece,
following a track and checking its width in an inspection
operation of tracking tasks as in vision guided robot arc
welding).

:3. A hierarchical model for integrated vision within

elM
As a means of improving the integrability and the
transportability of vision machines within elM, we introduce the concept of a multi-layered hierarchy for dealing
with visual data. In this approach, any algorithm will be
considered to accomplish a transformation from one level
of data representation to another, dependent on the

I

necessary form of the input and the output data: the data
formats at successively higher layers being considered to
be more condensed and having a closer form to that of the
highest layer (which will be referred to as the 'application
layer'). Thus problems related purely to image processing
will be dealt with by the lower layers' processing functions, while upper layers' functions will process information more related to the application. Figure 1
illustrates how typical vision algorithms can be considered
to form a functional hierarchy. In a more general form a
hierarchical model for vision machines might be organised as illustrated by Fig. 2.
In specifying the functional characteristics of such a
reference model, first it is necessary to determine the
number of separate layers which would facilitate the
division of any image processing task into distinct and
self-contained tasks. Separating the layer functions is not
a trivial exercise and requires an in-depth study of the use
of a layered architecture in various industrial application
areas before the suitability of a particular choice (such as
that shown in Fig. 1) could be verified. However, by
breaking down the problem into a number of selfcontained sub-tasks greater modularity and a level of
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Figure 1. Examples of the way different algorithms can deal with images to extract useful information.
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international standardisation might be accomplished as
witnessed by parallel initiatives, one example being the
use of a seven layer International Standards Organization
(ISO) Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) which has already had significant impact in
factory and office computer communications leading to
MAP/TOP standards.
Having determined an appropriate choice of separate
functional layers, it is necessary to specify the processing
hardware or algorithms which collectively will provide the
required functionality at each level. Using the analogy
with the ISO Reference Model for OS! communications,
we can identify the processing hardware or algorithms at
each layer as being entities which "function in coordination with other entities in" the layer to provide
services to the next highest layer in the vision hierarchy.
The services will be provided through the use of parameters (or primitives) which pass information between
layers. To enable international standardization the
number and type of these primitives must be specified
thereby defining the interface between layers. Subsequently it will be necessary to determine suitable com-

mand and data formats for these primitives but this may
be implementation dependent. Similarly, the way in
which entities within layers of the vision reference model
are implemented could vary significantly to suit the needs
of a given application area and/or vision system manufacturer. However, the services provided by each layer and
the interface structure of these layers should become
standard. Through evolving a hierarchical VlSlon
reference model, significant advantages would accrue to
the bu~lders of vision equipment and manufacturing
systems alike. For example, LSI hardware implementing
'Transition Code' entities could interface directly with
hardware or software for 'Outline Code' while in a
manufacturing database, associated within a computer
aided design centre, it would be possible to store an image
corresponding to the 'Syntatic', 'Global' and 'Application' layers so that information could be transferred
directly (via peer protocols) between the manufacturing
database and vision machines operating on the shop floor.
Whatever the type of information produced by a vision
system, the role of vision machines in flexible automation
is to provide non-contact, flexible and intelligent sensing
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of one or more physical quantities. The integration of one
or more vision systems within integrated/distributed
manufacturing environments should not be dependent on
the specific requirements of a given application (e.g.
independent of the various manufacturing machines,
organizational/control computing systems, sensors, the
components and batch size involved, etc.). As a consequence of the fact that the present generation of industrial
vision machines have been designed as stand alone
machines and commonly provide only a manual interface
for machine operators, the integration of vision within
elM systems will involve new requirements and problems related to both technical and organizational factors:
a elM system itself embodying an organizational hierarchy of the form shown in Fig. 3 (Weston et al. 1987b,
Crane 1983). The im'plications of such factors needs to be
understood and solutions to associated problems evolved
if gross inefficiencies or even chaos are to be avoid~d. The
ideal approach to such problems is to have transparent
vision processing where the user deals only with symbolic
and easy to use expressions, such as:
I. Check a feature of the assembly of printed board
CYCLON, CYCLON is defined by (lC location, ... ).
2. Locate the topmost piece from the pile C and
identify its type.
3. Insert a part in a convenient position close to x, y, z.

Overall planning,
execution and control

PLANT LEVEL

Scheduling, production
and management information

CENTRE LEVEL

Co-ordination of multiple stations

CELL LEVEL

/

STATION LEVEL

MACHINE LEVEL

Unfortunately such a level of transparency has not yet
been achieved and it is likely that a significant time period
will elapse before users can, issue such a set of commands
which themselves will require some form of international
standardization before industrial users can obtain great
benefit. However, by breaking up the vision function into
a layered structure, different levels of user intervention
and/or information exchange become available. Such an
arrangement pre-supposes the need for a hierarchical
command language with a command parser/builder
operating at each layer of the vision reference model.
The authors suggest the use of two broad classes of
command at each model layer. One class of command
would be concerned with invoki~g entities to provide the
required functionality at that layer while the second class
of commands would invoke services in neighbouring
layers (see Fig. 4). Such a scheme would permit considerable flexibility in engineering a solution to any new
application and facilitate simple and efficient systems
integration.
To illustrate the potential use of such a hierarchical
command language for vision let us consider the case of
an application layer receiving commands such as 'learn a
new object' or 'inspect a component'. The application
layer parser would decode these commands and could
invoke application layer entities which, through peer
protocols, request from a manufacturing database
information concerning the object or component. Also

/

Controlling real-time devices

Interfacing to real-time devices

Figure 3. Hierarchical organization of manufacturing system.
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Figure 4. Feature of the layer and its interface with neighbouring layers.

having decoded the commands application layer entities
would build lower layer commands to define the lower
level services required to provide the necessary functionality. Certain lower layer commands might be executed
conditional on events, e.g. in a situation where a parameter of a contour does riot lie within pre-established
limits. Here the action taken might be to modify the resolution, add a software fIlter or compute a new threshold.
When using vision machines, successful application
depends on careful choice of a variety of parameters and
this choice often involves significant expertise. By incorporating entities in each model layer which can monitor
and adjust the setting of related parameters, the role of
the application layer can be limited largely to enabling
and disabling certain entities in the model. This is in
contrast to communication protocols, where the presence
of such 'rule-based' entities is not an essential feature.
In many applications it is necessary to analyse 2-D
shapes with a given precision to achieve certain tasks such
as classification or rejection of a work piece. Conventionally this analysis will be accomplished in different
ways dependent mainly on considerations pertaining to
features of a given vision machine and the peculiarities of
the scene under observation. A common approach here is
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to segment the image into a number of diffe.rent regions
then to merge the split these regions to form' areas which
demonstrate one or more similar properties. Subsequently the boundaries between these regions can be
detected and coded using different methods. Functions
such as setting the parameters of the algorithm, defining
the similarity of dissimilaritythre.hold and conversion
between layer boundary codes would be performed by
entities within the lower layers of the vision reference
model. Once the boundary code is generated it can be
further processed to form new descriptors which relate to
a particular application. Typical descriptars here would
be local curvature, area, perimeter, or other global
parameters for one region (e.g. a polygonal description of
the boundary or some other description in an unorthadox
form). We recommed the alternative use of an organized
set of algorithms which exploit fully the multi-layer model
in extracting global information with this approach yielding intermediate data formats which could be of the form
as illustrated by Fig. 5: in this example the curvature is
computed first and represented by chain code data, then a
polynomial description is formed conserving certain
global features, so that at a subsequent layer global
parameters can be computed. This allows greater transportability and the possibility of direct data exchange at
the higher layers with CIM system elements.

4. Integration using the vision reference model

It would be short-sighted to consider vision systems as
being restricted to certain classes of application, especially
as such systems are still in an embryonic stage and with
each new industrial use, new perspectives and new
problems are encountered. It is essential to examine each
new application with respect to the way vision problems
are posed and can be dealt with by present technology: in
particular, as stated earlier, the influence that the type of
raw visual data involved (scene) will have on the choice of
processing techniques and data formats (at the various
levels of processing) leading to the application layer. Here
we will present briefly some main classes of vision application (which the reader might, for example, relate to the
insertion of components into printed circuit boards
(PCBs» and illustrate the way in which a hierarchical
model can be used to aid vision integration into such
application classes. Common vision tasks in industrial
automation can be classified as follows:
1. inspection and verification of the presence/absence
of a component or workpiece (e. g. before an insertion or assembly operation is carried out): this
usually will involve a match with a predefined
model;
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2. providing position information as part of a process
control function: here component or workpiece
recognition and location must be determined with a
given resolution in a specifIc time and the information derived may be required locally (e.g. to
assist robot movement by providing position feedback for real-time control purposes);
3. part picking: this might involve complex recognition algorithms, particularly where components
are overlapping or where they may have a complex
3-D form;
4. surveillance task (e. g. collision detection or use of a
vision guidance system mounted on an automated
guided vehicle (AGV)): such tasks are complex and
generally will require a predefmed model of the
workplace in some form. For many tasks, more than
one vision machine may be required; and
5. guiding and tracking (e.g. controlled insertion, silk
screen printing or use of an AGV guidance system):
application areas of this type are similar to those
described in task 2 but have some peculiarities such
as a changing scene, the need to provide a robot
with a continuous stream of data, etc.
Conventionally, when using vision technology in any
application, the first two questions to be addressed are:
(a) what information is the vision system required to
generate (the output), and (b) from what sort of scenes
will be involved (the input). Having considered this
requirement an appropriate processing algorithm is con·
ceived using the most appropriate techniques and systems
available. Such a direct transformation between bottom
and top layers provides a good solution in the short term
but can have severe limitations, if the production methods
are changed or if the operation of the vision systems is to
be linked with that of another computer system at a later
date.
In a typical component insertion operation, a vision
system will be required to localize, within an acceptable
precision, the position of a particular pattern in the scene.
Usually the centre location of elementary features of this
pattern will be used as a guide for the insertion operation.
A change in the distribution of these elementary features
may generate a biased location and lead to confusion
while a change in any feature may necessitate a revision
of the algorithm (if such a change has not been forseen in
the original design) not mentioning the time wasted in
carrying out a new testing and training cycle. In such
circumstances the use of multi·layer architecture provides
a natural flexibility by allowing access to data at inter·
mediate levels. Thus modifIcation of the elementary
features of a pattern (e.g. number of guides, their relative
position, etc.) can be performed at the appropriate level
in the model, possibly using data stored in a manufactur-:
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ing data base. While in the case of a change in the form of
the elementary features a layered architecture can facili·
tate data changes further down in the hierarchy.
The need to modify the functional use of an industrial
vision machine can be common place, particularly in
small batch manufacturing environments and research at
Loughborough University is considering the automation
of printed circuit board (PCB) manufacture where the use
of optical tooling can provide significant advantages when
compared with the use of conventional customized jigs,
fixtures and tools. In PCB assembly, the use of conventional insertion machines can lead to unacceptable defect
levels, particularly when such defects are caused by
factors such as inaccurate positioning ofboai'ds, misalign·
ment of the holes,' dimensional changes in components,
incorrect functioning of the insertion machines, etc. The
use of visual feedback can be used to compensate the
effect of these factors and can lead to increased efficiency
levels and improved flexibility when compared with the
use of a customized tooling situation. Thus the use of a
multi· layered vision architecture is particularly suitable
as any modification to the board type can be handled
transparently at the 'global layer' via peer protocol with
an equivalent data structure in the manufacturing· data·
base. However, a new component definition can be
communicated to the lower layers along with other
parameters such as sensor position, level of threshold, size
of the filters, etc. Alternatively, in an alternative set of
circumstances an operator keyboard display might be
used to action information transfer at any heirarchical
level to facilitate reduced set up and training time. In the
same way a supervisory computer system could monitor
the positioning of surface mounted IC's and by defining
parameters further down in the layered model so that
modification of the production line can be altered very
smoothly with full support by the network and little
interruption in the production allowing the vision system
to use 'its' accumulated expertise rather than time con·
suming manual training (see Fig. 6).

5. Conclusion
Research studies at LUT are evolving a particular.:implementation of the vision reference model and is based',
on the use of the three classes of image processing
algorithms previously described. The work has also
centred on defining appropriate data structures for the
primitives passed between layers. It has been necessary to
devise a prototype solution as a means of gaining a clear
understanding of the concepts involved.
far the
approach has proved very successful and has been based
on the use of a low cost vision machine which incorporates
a so~iq 'state array camera, equipped with an auto· iris ,and
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zooming lens capability, whicb by being mounted on the

entities using standard command message data formats ..

arm, of an ASEA-6 industrial robot can be moved to any
programmed location within the workplace. Image processing is accomplished using a framestore and microcomputer based vision processor. This LUT devised
vision system has been integrated within a flexible
assembly system which includes other industrial
machines; two ADEPT robots, a pallet conveyor, an

We do not suppose that in all applications a full
implementation of the model should be present, as in
some cases there is no need for certain intermediate
layers. Consequently any vision element must be capable
of dealing with unexecutable commands and of informing
supervising computers of the action to take. Thus the use
of model layers and well defined vision communication
primitives provides an architecture which is independent

ADEPT II vision system and cell supervisory computers
(see Fig. 7). Each of these computer based equipment
items is linked to a broadband LAN via a LUT designed
gateway: this being based on an INTEL 310 microcom-

of the type of hardware employed, the image processing
techniques used, the scene types· involved, etc., and can

provide the transportability and the flexibility required
for integration within elM systems. Thus the manufacturing systems builder or user can be less concerned with
the functioning of vision machine elements and can
concentrate more directly on problems relevant to a
specific manufacturing application area. The existence of
well defined vision protocols will facilitate a widespread

puter which incorporates a MAP Version 2.2 communication engine.

The multi-layer vision model devised has already been
used in example application areas to gain experience of its

use. This work has highlighted the need for a systematic
approach to the use of industrial vision machines which
can allow peer-ta-peer communication with other elM

use of vision by following. the trend found for other
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flexible manufacturing machines through using process·
ing power to buffer the user from the specific technical
processing involved.
The MAP initiative has recently been instrumental in
forming a 'vision systems working group' the aim of
which to study the type of messages and commands
required by vision equipment. This work will form the
basis of a companion standard for the Manufacturing
Messaging Services standard (known as MMS or RS522)
(Weston et ai, 1987a,b) and will eventually lead to an
International Standard through ISO committees. However, the scope of the vision systems working group does
not yet encompass of the issues raised in this paper, i.e.
decentralizing vision functions.
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